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ABSTRACT IN ITALIAN 
 
L5 G5lIH9 P 9GG9BNi5l9 A5 l’5779GGC 5l GiGH9A5 G5BiH5FiC 5HHI5l9 P 5B7CF5 7CADl9GGC: l5 
6IFC7F5Ni5 P 9779GGiJ5 98 i 7CGHi, 5ll9 JClH9, GCBC HFCDDC 9l9J5Hi. 
  
%C89lli 7h9 566iB5BC GiGH9Ai DFiJ5Hi 5 GiGH9Ai DI66li7i GiBH9HiNN5BC l9 8iJ9FG9 :CFA9 ;9GHiCB9 
dell’industria sanitaria B9l ACB8C. %5, EI9GHi DFC:ili CF;5BiNN5HiJi D5iCBC 5B7CF5 lCBH5Bi 85 IB5 
;9GHiCB9 89ll5 G5BiHO 7h9 Gi DCGG5 89:iBiF9 IBiJ9FG5l9, CJJ9FC IB5 G5BiHO 7h9 BCB 9G7lI89 
B9GGIBC. 
 
Il FiB,97h, CGGi5 il FiGIlH5HC 8i IB5 7CA6iB5NiCB9 8i :iB5BN5 9 H97BClC;i5, G9A6F5 9GG9F9 IB5 
DCGGi6il9 GClINiCB9 5ll9 :5ll9 89i AC89lli G5BiH5Fi 9GiGH9BHi ;5F5BH9B8C 9::i757i5 98 9::i7i9BN5, 
EI5liHO, 5;iliHO 98 5B7h9 iB7lIGiCB9 98 iBH9FCD9F56iliHO; 5llC GH9GGC H9ADC EI9GHC :9BCA9BC 
9A9F;9BH9 BCB P D9FQ 9G9BH9 85 8I66i 9 DFC6l9A5Hi7h9. 
L5 H97BClC;i5 :iB5BNi5Fi5 F5DDF9G9BH5 il DF97CFGC C8i9FBC 89ll5 GC7i9HO J9FGC l5 8i;iH5liNN5NiCB9, 
DCH9BNi5lA9BH9 75D579 8i HF5G:CFA5F9 l5 G5BiHO, ;F5Ni9 58 IB5 A5;;iCF9 9::i7i9BN5 98 9::i757i5 
B9ll5 ;9GHiCB9 89ll9 FiGCFG9. Il FiGIlH5HC 7CBGiGH9 B9ll5 Fi8INiCB9 89i 7CGHi 9 89ll5 DFC656iliHO 89l 
J9Fi:i75FGi 8i 9FFCFi IA5Bi HF5G:CFA5B8C il GiGH9A5 G5BiH5FiC iB IB CF;5BC A5;;iCFA9BH9 
5779GGi6il9 9 Ai;liCF5B8CB9 l5 EI5liHO. 
 
Il G9;I9BH9 9l56CF5HC Gi DFCDCB9 8i GDi9;5F9 98 5B5liNN5F9 il 7CBBI6iC HF5 FiB,97h 9 G5BiHO 
79F75B8C 8i 75DiF9 iB 7h9 AC8C il FiB,97h DCGG5 9GG9re applicabile all’industri5 G5BiH5Fi5 9 7CB 
EI5li 9::9HHi. 
 















,hiG Hh9GiG H5?9G iBGDiF5HiCB 5B8 K5BHG HC be a continuum of the final thesis titled “Fintech-
 95lHh75F9 6iBCAi5l: Hh9 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M iAD57H CB Hh9 A95BiB; C: J5lI9. A GHI8M C: 
perspectives” Hh5H I DF9G9BH98 5H %CBHD9lli9F BIGiB9GG +7hCCl iB Khi7h I h5J9 5B5lMG98 
7FMDHC7IFF9B7M, iHG 69hiB8 H97hBClC;M 5B8 iHG DCGGi6l9 7CBG9EI9BH A95BiB;G C: iHG 5DDli75HiCB 
CB Hh9 95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. I 5DDFC57h98 5 EI5liH5HiJ9 A9HhC8 6M iBH9FJi9KiB; 8i::9F9BH 9LD9FHG 
KhC h5J9 9Bl5F;98 AM ?BCKl98;9 5B8 h9lD98 A9 iB 7CBGi89FiB; 5B8 9J5lI5HiB; Hh9 58J5BH5;9G 
and disadvantages of these “new” tools in order to reach 5 DCGiHiJ9 GH9D iB, ACGH C: Hh9 75G9G 
:F5;A9BH98, h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. IB HhiG Hh9GiG I Kill HFM HC 899D9B Hh9 5F;IA9BH. 
 
,h9 A95BiB; C: FiB,97h GHill doesn’t G99A HC 69 GC 9Ji89BH. IB :9K KCF8G iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 
9LDl5iB FiB,97h 5G Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB 69HK99B FiB5B79 5B8 ,97hBClC;M. IH iG HhiG 7CA6iB5HiCB 
Hh5H F9JClIHiCBiN9G Hh9 DFC798IF9G 5B8 iBH9FDF9H5HiCBG C: FiB5B79. BIH, 5G 8iG7IGG98 KiHh 
(FC:9GGCF 19FA57?, CB9 C: Hh9 F9GDCB89BHG, HhiG iG 5B 585DHiCB F5Hh9F Hh5B 5 8iGFIDHiCB 5G Hh9 
intermediaries don’t disappear as the many think, but they collaborate with a changing and 
9JClIHiCB5FM l5B8G75D9. 
 
%CB9M iG 7CBGi89F98 Hh9 9B;iB9 C: Hh9 97CBCAM 5B8 HhiG H97hBClC;i75l :iB5B7i5l iBBCJ5HiCB iG 
Ghi:HiB; Hh9 D9FGD97HiJ9 HCK5F8 5 GMGH9A ACJ98 6M CHh9F HMD9G C: J5lI9 F9DF9G9BH5HiCBG. I 
KCB89F98 Hh9 A95BiB; C: ACB9M 5B8 I ;CH 8i::9F9BH iBH9F9GHiB; 89:iBiHiCBG :FCA Hh9 
F9GDCB89BHG. ,C A9BHiCB 5 :9K: 577CF8iB; HC KC9DG9ll, CEO 5B8 7C:CIB89F C: EB7FMDG9B, 
money is a “a share agreement that exists and is worth something”; Hh9B 19FA57?, DFC:9GGCF C: 
FiB5B79 5H Hh9 &9K 1CF? -BiJ9FGiHM iB Hh9 -BiH98 +H5H9G, 56CIH ACB9M, F9:9FFiB; HC Hh9 
economic paper titled “Money is memory” (Korcherlakota,1996), F9DCFHG 5B8 5::iFAG Hh5H 
“mCB9M F97CF8G 5ll Hh9 7CBHFi6IHiCBG Hh5H MCI h5J9 A589 HC GC7i9HM, iB H9FAG C: 95FBiB; 5 K5;9, 
9GG9BHi5llM DFC8I7iB; Kh5H D9CDl9 K5BH98, Kh9Hh9F i: iHG G?ill l56CIF CF i: MCI FIB 5 6IGiB9GG 
and sell your products or whatever”, Yermack then continues saying that “money is a type of 
account ledger” ; GF9BN9657h, 7C-:CIB89F 5B8 7CF9 89J9lCD9F 5H D9BH57CiB, iBHFC8I79G A9 hiG 
thought about the future of money affirming “I believe digital, deflationary money will be of 
AI7h ACF9 Gi;Bi:i75BH iADCFH5B79 iB :IHIF9. %CF9CJ9F, I HhiB? Hh9F9 Kill 69 A5BM DIFDCG9-
65G98 7IFF9B7i9G Hh5H Kill 69 J9FM 95GilM 9L7h5B;956l9 69HK99B 957h other”. 
,h9 7CA6iB5HiCB C: FiB5B79 5B8 ,97hBClC;M 7CIl8 h9lD Hh9 h95lHh75F9 G97HCF HC F9-5FF5B;9 Hh9 
iBH9FB5l 5B8 9LH9FB5l F9l5HiCBGhiDG iB CF89F HC 5JCi8 5 GHI7? DCGiHiCBiB; 5B8 5JCi8 K5GHiB; J5lI9. 
 4 
IB8998, FiB,97h 7CIl8 h9lD HC 6lIF Hh9 6CF89FG iADCG98 6M A5BM 5B8 5DDlM 5 H97hBClC;M Hh5H 
6Iil8G an “interoperability bond” between stakeholders. 
A77CF8iB; HC (hiliDDCB (2016), FiB,97h 75B 8iGFIDH 6CF89FG 5B8 F9JClIHiCBiN9 iB8IGHFi9G. ,h9 
A5iB F9DF9G9BH5HiJ9G C: FiB,97h 5F9 6lC7?7h5iB 5B8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M. AG Hh9 5IHhCF GH5H9G iB 
“The Fintech Opportunity” (2016) in order to reach the objectives of an easier access to services 
5B8 5 GH56l9 GMGH9A Hh9 F9;Il5HCFM GMGH9A h5G HC 585DH HCC. AlGC, Hh9 ICAE/ 5B8 I+CA 5B5lMGiG 
“Fintech innovation: perspectives from Singapore and London” (2018) G99AG HC 89G7Fi69 5 GCFH 
C: 7C9JClIHiCB. ,hiG iG 5 J5li8iHM C: Kh5H 19FA57? HhiB?G HCC, 5;F99iB; CB Hh9 :57H Hh5H HhiG iG 
BCH 5 DFCD9FlM F9JClIHiCB C: Hh9 9LiGHiB; GMGH9A, 6IH iH iG HhiG l5GH CB9 Hh5H Kill iB7lI89 
H97hBClC;M. 
(hiliDDCB (2016) IB89FliB9G Hh9 7h5ll9B;9G C: Hh9 F9GIlH C: Hh9 6CB8 69HK99B FiB5B79 5B8 
,97hBClC;M Hh5H h9 9LDl5iBG 5B8 89BCAiB5H9G iB, :iFGHlM, “Entry and level-playing field”, 
F9l5HiB; KiHh HhiG HC Hh9 8i::9F9BH 57HCFG 5B8 Hh9 7CBH9LH iB Khi7h FiB,97h DFCDCG9G HC 9BH9F ; 
G97CB8lM, “Leverage and history dependence”, A95BiB; KiHh Hh5H Hh9 DF9G9B79 C:  5 7lCG9 liB? 
HC Hh9 D5GH 7CB79DHiCBG HC CJ9F7CA9 5B8 9Bh5B7iB; Hh9 B979GGiHM C: 5 DFCADH F957HiCB HC 
iBBCJ5HiCBG 5B8, :iB5llM, “Consumer Protection”, Hh5H iG 5lK5MG 5H GH5?9 iB Hh9 FiB,97h :i9l8 
A5?iB; EI9GHiCBG 56CIH HFIGH  5B8 G97IFiHM 5FiG9.  
AG 5lF958M GH5H98 6M (hiliDDCB (2016) 6lC7?7h5iB iG CB9 C: Hh9 FiB,97h 8FiJ9FG 5B8 
7FMDHC7IFF9B7M iG 6IilH CB 5 6lC7?7h5iB GHFI7HIF9. 
 
IG FiB,97h 5 6CCGH9F :CF 5779GGi6iliHM 5B8 9::i7i9B7M? IH G99AG HC 69 GC, 6IH HhiG D5D9F Kill HFM 
HC lCC? iB 899D Hh9 89H5ilG HC 7CADF9h9B8 hCK 8i;iH5l FiB5B79 7CIl8 Gh5D9 liB?G 5B8 :CFA CHh9F 
6CB8G iB CF89F HC 57hi9J9 the so called “interoperability”. 
%M F9G95F7h EI9GHiCB iG: hCK FiB,97h 7CIl8 69 5DDli98 HC h95lHh75F9? /h5H 5F9 Hh9 9::97HG 5B8 
iADli75HiCBG C: HhiG 5DDli75HiCB? 
 
AlGC, h9F9 Hh9 D5D9F Kill :CllCK Hh9 G5A9 lC;i7 C: 7CBGHFI7HiCB, A95BiB; KiHh HhiG Hh5H Hh9F9 
Kill 69 Hh9 DF9G9B79 C: 5B iBHFC8I7HiCB D5FH, :CllCK98 6M liH9F5HIF9, D5GGiB; HhFCI;h 
A9HhC8ClC;M iB CF89F HC DF9G9BH 5B8 8iG7IGG 85H5 :iB5llM F957hiB; ACF9 D9FGCB5l, 9J9B i: Hh9M 
Kill GHill 69 65G98 CB D5D9FG 5B8 5FHi7l9G, iADli75HiCBG 5B8 Hh9 7CB7lIGiCB.  
 
CCBG9EI9BHlM, Hh9 KCF? iG CF;5BiG98 5G :CllCKG: Hh9 :iFGH D5FH 7CBGiGHG iB 5B iBHFC8I7HiCB C: Hh9 
6FC58 :i9l8 C: FiB,97h 5B8 Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM 5FCIB8 Hh9 KCFl8, Hh9B iH Kill 6Fi9:lM F975ll 
HKC C: Hh9 FiB,97h 5F95G 5B8 iB D5FHi7Il5F Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB H97hBClC;M. A:H9F Hh5H Hh9 IBGIF,97h 
G97HCF Kill 69 5B5lMG98 iB CF89F HC iBHFC8I79 Hh9 5B5lMGiG C: Hh9 5DDli75HiCB C: FiB,97h CB Hh9 
 5 
h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. CCBG9EI9BHlM, 85H5 Kill 69 F9l5H98 HC Hh9 5F;IA9BHG Hh5H h5J9 699B 
iBHFC8I798 Hh5B?G HC liH9F5HIF9 5B8 Hh9M Kill 69 5B5lMG98 5B8 7CAA9BH98 Kh9F9 :iB5llM, Hh9 














































CHAPTER 1: A FINTECH PRESENTATION 
 
1.1 , E FI&,EC  (A, + 
 
,h9 expansion of the “digital hype” is a booster of the Fin,97h G97HCF Hh5H 7CIl8 69 iBH9FDF9H98 
5lGC 5G Hh9 8i;iH5liN5HiCB C: Hh9 :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G. In fact, as the PwC study “A Perspective on 
FinTech’s growing influence on Financial Services” (2018) 7CB:iFAG, Hh9 7h5B;iB; 
9BJiFCBA9BH h5G 5B iAD57H iB Gh5DiB; 5 FiB,97h 8iF97HiCB. ,97hBClC;i9G 5G 6lC7?7h5iB h9lD 
8iG7CJ9FiB; B9K 5B8 9::97HiJ9 6IGiB9GG AC89lG. FiB,97h iG DCK9F:Il iB HF5BG:CFAiB; BCH CBlM 
Hh9 A5iB DFCD9F FiB5B79 G97HCF 6IH iH 5lGC iFFIDHG 5B8 89:iB9G CHh9F iB8IGHFi9G. IH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 
7CB79iJ9 FiB,97h 5G Hh9 H97hBClC;i75l :CCHDFiBH iB :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G. %CF9CJ9F, ICAE/ 5B8 
I+CA 5B5lMGiG (2018) hi;hli;hHG Hh5H Hh9 A5jCF DCH9BHi5l C: HhiG Dh9BCA9BCB 5FiG9G Kh9B Hh9F9 
iG 5 7CBB97HiCB 69HK99B iBBCJ5HCFG, F9;Il5HCFG 5B8 iBJ9GHCFG. ,hiG 7Cll56CF5HiCB 69HK99B Hh9 
FiB,97h iBBCJ5HiCB 5B8 Hh9 iADCG98 FIl9G iG hi;hli;hH98 5G 5B 9::i7i9BH GClIHiCB 5lGC 6M 
%9BHiCB (2019). FIFHh9FACF9, Hh9 IBH9FB5HiCB5l %CB9H5FM FIB8 (2020) 5::iFAG Hh5H HhiG 
7Cll56CF5HiCB 69HK99B iBBCJ5HiCB 5B8 HF58iHiCB iG F95l, 69Gi89G Hh9 hI;9 5HH9BHiCB C: Hh9 
iBGHiHIHiCBG HCK5F8 HhiG B9K G79B5FiC, CF;5BiN5HiCBG F957H 5B8 CD9B Hh9 8CCFG HC FiB,97h. IB 
:57H, 7CCD9F5HiCB G99AG HC 69 5B 9GG9BHi5l 9l9A9BH 9Bh5B798 6M A5BM F9G95F7h9FG HC Hh9 DCiBH 
Hh5H :iFAG 5G EFBGH 5B8 1CIB; IB89FliB9G Hh9 B998 C: 7Cll56CF5HiCB 69HK99B FiB,97h 5B8 
HF58iHiCB5l :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G 5B8 iBGHiHIHiCBG. IB GMBHh9GiG, iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC IB89FGH5B8 Hh5H HhiG 
7Cll56CF5HiCB 7CIl8 l958 HC 5B 9A9F;iB; B9K J5lI9. 
 
In addition, “Feshaping links” appears to be a key expression when it is to talk about this 
7CA6iB5HiCB (FiB5B79 + ,97hBClC;M). AG Hh9 ICAE/ 5B8 I+CA 5B5lMGiG (2018) GI;;9GHG, CB9 
C: Hh9 FiB,97h 75D56iliHi9G iG Hh5H C: CD9BiB; Hh9 8CCFG C: FiB5B79 C::9FiB; DFC;F9GGiCB 5B8 
D9FGD97HiJ9G iB H9FAG C: 89J9lCDA9BH C: Hh9 ;lC65l 97CBCAM. IB liB9 KiHh Hh9 F9DCFH, Hh9 5779GG 
HC :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G iG iB Hh9 DCl9 DCGiHiCB 69HK99B Hh9 CDDCFHIBiHi9G C: FiB,97h. 
 
Going back to the origins of this “innovative phenomenon”, a77CF8iB; HC ,h5?CF (2020) Hh9 
6INNKCF8 C: FiB,97h GH5FH98 HC 69 8i::IG98 5lF958M iB Hh9 1966 5B8 HhiG iG 7l95F i: K9 lCC? 5H 
Hh9 89:iBiHiCB C: FiB,97h 5G 5 GHFi7H 6CB8 69HK99B FiB5B79 5B8 ,97hBClC;M 6975IG9, 5G Hh9 
5IHhCF GhCKG, iH GH5FHG iB Hh9 D9FiC8 C: Hh9 HF5BG5Hl5BHi7 756l9 5B8 Hh9 ,9l9;F5Dh, iB :57H, 5G 
F9DCFH98 6M IA5B (2020) Hh9 70G 9LD9FiA9BH Hh9 5FFiJ5l 5B8 DF9G9B79 C:  Hh9 7F98iH 75F8 5B8 Hh9 
A,%/75Gh 75F8, Hh9B ,h5?CF (2020) F9DF9G9BHG Hh5H Hh9 FiB,97h 7CB79DH GH5FH98 HC ;FCK 
DF9G9BHiB; Hh9 9l97HFCBi7 5GD97H C: FiB5B79 HC :iB5llM 9BH9F 5 ACF9 iBBCJ5HiJ9 Dh5G9 Hh5H 
7CBHiBI9G 5lGC HC85M. ,h9 I%F defines FinTech as “the technology-9B56l98 iBBCJ5HiCB iB 
 7 
:iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G Hh5H 7CIl8 F9GIlH iB B9K 6IGiB9GG AC89lG, 5DDli75HiCBG, DFC79GG9G CF DFC8I7HG 
KiHh 5B 5GGC7i5H98 A5H9Fi5l 9::97H CB Hh9 DFCJiGiCB C: :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G.” (+5h5M 2020, D. iL) 
 ,h9 I%F (2020) A5iBH5iBG Hh5H Hh9 6iFHh C: FiB,97h iG 8I9 HC A5BM :57HCFG Hh5H h5J9 HC 8C KiHh 
the technological development, i.e. “massive data generation”.  
A77CF8iB; HC %9BHiCB (2019) FiB,97h Kill 69 DF9G9BH iB Hh9 B95F :IHIF9 5B8 A5BM iADCFH5BH 
Dl5M9FG 5F9 lCC?iB; :CF CDDCFHIBiHi9G iB HhiG G97HCF 9J9B i: Hh9 7h5ll9B;9G, GI7h 5G Hh9 F9;Il5HiCB 
6CF89FG CF Hh9 F9li56iliHM 8CI6HG, 5F9 A5BM. 
FinTech is patent also in the so called “InsurTech” KhCG9 DFiB7iD5l G97HCFG 5F9 Hh9 5IHCAC6il9 
5B8 Hh9 h95lHh75F9 CB9G 577CF8iB; HC ,h5?CF (2020). 
 
IB liB9 with the PwC report “FinTech calls for fuel” (2020) Hh9 CCJi8-19 9A9F;9B7M F5iG9G 
5K5F9B9GG CB FiB5B7i5l ,97hBClC;M. IB8998, FiB,97h G99AG HC 5llCK 5 G97IFiHM 5B8 95GiB9GG iB 
HF5BG57HiCBG. 
AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, H5l?iB; 56CIH FiB,97h A95BG 7CB79iJiB; 5 G97HCF Hh5H, 7CA6iBiB; 
H97hBClC;i75l 5B8 :iB5B7i5l 7CAD9H9B79G, 7CADF9h9B8G 8i::9F9BH iBGHFIA9BHG iAD57HiB; Hh9 
GC7i9HM C: HC85M. IB8998, 5G F9DCFH98 6M (KC iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 7CBGi89F K96 Dl5H:CFA, IC,, 
6lC7?7h5iB, 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G 69HK99B Hh9 A5BM FiB,97h HCClG Hh5H Dl5M 5B iADCFH5BH FCl9 iB 
8i::9F9BH 5lF958M 9LiGHiB; 5F95G Hh5H (KC (2020) 8iJi89G iB “(5MA9BHG”, “%CB9M %5B5;9A9BH”, 
“/95lHh 5B8 AGG9H %5B5;9A9BH”, “OHh9F CFCK8:IB8iB;”, “L9B8iB;”, “C5DiH5l %5F?9H 5B8 
,F58iB;”, “IBGIF,97h” 5B8 “R9;,97h”.  
,h9 7CADl9LiHM 5B8 G9J9F5l BI5B79G C: FiB,97h 5F9 IB89FliB98 5lGC 6M IA5B (2020) KhC HhiB?G 
Hh5H Hh9F9 iG 5 l57? C: 5 IBiEI9 5B8 GiB;l9 89:iBiHiCB Hh5H 7CIl8 69 F9l5H98 HC FiB,97h. 
+H5HiGH5 (2017) GhCKG Hh5H Hh9 54% C: FiB,97h GH5FHIDG K9F9 F9l5H98 HC Hh9 /96 Dl5H:CFA G97HCF 
Kh9F95G CBlM Hh9 2% 7CB79FB98 Hh9 IBH9FB9H C: ,hiB;G, 5B8 5 liHHl9 ACF9, 6IH GHill Hh9 8% K9F9 
DF9G9BH iB Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB 5F95.  
CCBG9EI9BHlM, iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC Ki89B Hh9 FiB,97h Ji9K 5B8 5DDlM iHG :IB7HiCB5liHM iB G9J9F5l 
iB8IGHFi9G. IB :57H, E1 ;lC65l :iBH97h 58CDHiCB iB89L 2019 F9DCFHG Hh5H Hh9 9::i7i9B7M 5B8 J5Fi9HM 
iB :IB7HiCBG 5F9 Kh5H DIGh9G, F9GD97HiJ9lM Hh9 iB8iJi8I5lG 5B8 Hh9 +%E, HC 5DDFC57h Hh9 FiBH97h 
G79B5FiC.  
%CF9CJ9F, 577CF8iB; HC FCF69G (2019), 6CHh H97hBClC;M 5B8 :iB5B79 h5J9 697CA9 iBH9FG97HCF5l 
l958iB;, iB HhiG K5M, HC 5 B9K ?iB8 C: J5lI9 C::9F. 
&5?5GhiA5 (2018), F9:9FFiB; HC FiB,97h 5B8 IoT states “These new technologies trigger a 
DFC79GG KiHh Hh9 DCH9BHi5l HC BCH CBlM HF5BG:CFA DFC8I7HG CF G9FJi79G, 6IH HC F9JClIHiCBiN9 Hh9 
6IGiB9GG, iB8IGHFM 5B8 Hh9 7CAD5BM itself.” (&5?5GhiA5 2018, D. 62) 
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,hiG iG 5 ?9M 7CB79DH Hh5H HhiG D5D9F KCIl8 HFM HC 9LDlCF9 5B8 9Bh5B79. IB :57H, FiB,97h iG 5 
K5J9 Hh5H iG Gh5DiB; G97HCFG. IH iG BCH jIGH Hh9 89liJ9FiB; C: 5 G9FJi79, 6IH iH iG Hh9 B9K Gh5D9 C: 
5 6CIB8 C: F9l5HiCBGhiDG iB 8i::9F9BH :i9l8G. A77CF8iB; HC &5?5GhiA5 (2018), FiB,97h iG CB9 C: 
the “revolutionary technology” that helps achieving 5 GC7i5l 89J9lCDA9BH. 
FiB,97h iG Hh9 9LDF9GGiCB C: 5 AIH5HiJ9 9BJiFCBA9BH.  
(hMGi75l iG ;CiB; 8i;iH5l 577CF8iB; HC ,h5?CF (2020). IB liB9 KiHh Hh9 5IHhCF, iB :57H, Hh9 9::97H 
C: FiB,97h CB D5MA9BHG Kill h5J9 5 A5jCF 5B8 iAA98i5H9 iB:lI9B79 iB 7CIBHFi9G iB Khi7h 65B?G 
5F9 BCH DCDIl5F. FIFHh9FACF9, Hh9 5IHhCF 5B5lMG9G Hh9 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G 6M GH5FHiB; :FCA Hh9 65Gi7 
DIFDCG9 C: ACB9M, 7CBGi89F98, 5G K9 ?BCK, 5G 5 A98iIA C: 9L7h5B;9, 5 GHCF9 C: J5lI9 5B8 5 
IBiH C: 577CIBH, 5B8 h9 iB8iJi8I5H9G Hh5H Hh9 l57? C: GH56iliHM , Hh9 :57H Hh5H iH iG 7IFF9BHlM IG98 
CBlM :CF Hh9 9L7h5B;9 C: 79FH5iB ;CC8G  5B8 Hh5H iH  iG BCH 5lF958M F95llM iB89D9B89BH :FCA HhiF8 
D5FHi9G 5F9 Hh9 A5iB :Fi7HiCBG C: 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G. 
 
FiB,97h iG 5lGC 5 ;CC8 5llM C: GH5FHIDG iB CF89F HC 7Cll97H Hh9iF :IB8G, 5G E89FA5Bi;9F (2017) 
F9DCFHG. 
FiB,97h iB :57H 7CADF9h9B8G 8i::9F9BH 9::97HiJ9 A95BG GI7h 5G 7FCK-:IB8iB;, 6lC7?7h5iB 5B8 
K95F56l9G Hh5H D9FAiH 5 69HH9F 5B8 ACF9 9::97HiJ9 CF;5BiN5HiCB C: HF5BG57HiCBG 5B8 iHG F9l5HiJ9 
7CGHG.  
,5l?iB; 56CIH FiB,97h, B9BB9HH (2016) considers “Business process outsourcing”, 
“Investments and Capital Markets Tech”, “Digital Lending”, “ e-7CAA9F79 5B8 %5F?9HiB; 
Tech”, “FiB5B7i5l %98i5 & D5H5 +ClIHiCBG”, “Insurance & Healthcare Tech” , “Payments”, 
“HR and Payroll Tech” and “Security Technology” sectors of the FinTech industry (B9BB9HH 
2016, D.2). 
 
A77CF8iB; HC El-%5GFi 9H 5l. (2019) Hh9 ,97hFiB h5G hi;hlM iAD57H98 Hh9 iBGIF5B79 :i9l8 l958iB;, 
HhFCI;h Hh9 IG9 C: H97hBClC;i9G, HC B9K :CFAG C: J5lI9. ,h9 5IHhCFG F9DF9G9BH Hh9 9JClIHiCB C: 
iBGIF5B79 G9FJi79G iB iBGIF5B79 :FCA 2015 HC 2017.FIFHh9FACF9, K5lAM?CJ5 9H 5l. (2016) 89:iB9 
FiB,97h 5G CB9 A5F?9H Hh5H iG 9LD9FiA9BHiB; 5 F95llM hi;h ;FCKHh, G5HiG:57HCFM :CF Hh9 GC7i9HM 
5G 5 KhCl9.  
IB liB9 KiHh Hh9 5IHhCFG FiB,97h iG 9A9F;iB; 5B8 iG h5JiB; 5 hI;9 9::97H iB Hh9 9LiGHiB; 
iBGHiHIHiCBG KhCG9 DIFDCG9 iG BCK Hh5H C: C::9FiB; iADFCJ98 5B8 69HH9F G9FJi79G. 
,hiG D5D9F KCIl8 li?9 HC 9LDlCF9 Hh9 DCGGi6l9 FiB,97h DCH9BHi5lG, EIi7?lM D5GGiB; HhFCI;h Hh9 
6lC7?7h5iB 5B8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M CB9G, 5DDFC57hiB; Hh9 GC 75ll98 IBGIF,97h, iB 8i::9F9BH G97HCFG 
9J9B i: 9GD97i5llM :C7IGiB; CB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. 
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1.2 FI&,EC  %ARKE,+ 
 
A study named “The economic forces driving FiB,97h adoption across countries” 5iA98 HC :iB8 
7CBB97HiCBG 69HK99B FiB,97h 5B8 97CBCAi7 ACJ9A9BHG 7CB79iJiB; FiB,97h 5lGC 5G 5 HCCl HC 
promote “growth” and “inclusion” 7CB8I7H98 6M FFCGH (2020) BCB9Hh9l9GG Hh9 hi;h9F 5B8 hi;h9F 
8i::IGiCB C: FiB,97h BCK585MG ACGHlM 5ll 5FCIB8 Hh9 KCFl8, Hh9 MCIB;9GH CB9G G99A HC 69 Hh9 
ACGH ?99B CB 58CDHiB; HhiG B9K HMDe of “financial model”. &CB9Hh9l9GG, BCH 9J9FM 7CIBHFM h5G 
Hh9 G5A9 l9J9l C: 7CB:i89BHi5liHM KiHh HhiG B9K :i9l8. IB :57H, FFCGH F9DCFHG Hh5H iB GCA9 D5FHG C: 
Hh9 KCFl8 FiB,97h iG GHill 7CBGi89F98 iB GCA9 K5M 9L7lIGiJ9 Kh9F95G iB CHh9FG iH iG 5lF958M K9ll 
iBG9FH98 iB Hh9 97CBCAM C: Hh9 7CIBHFM. IB hiG D5D9F FFCGH (2020) KCB89FG Hh9 F95GCB C: HhiG 
8i::9F9B79 5FCIB8 Hh9 KCFl8 F9DCFHiB; 85H5 F9DF9G9BHiB; ChiB5 5G Hh9 ACGH “developed” in 
AC6il9 D5MA9BHG 7CAD5F98 HC Hh9 -BiH98 +H5H9G, Khi7h, 69Gi89G Hh5H, iG GHFCB; iB Hh9 D5H9BH 
57HiJiHM 577CF8iB; HC Hh9 IBH9FB5HiCB5l %CB9H5FM FIB8 (2019), 5B8 9L79lG HC;9Hh9F KiHh ChiB5 
and the United Kingdom in the widespread of in the “fintech credit platforms” as a mean of 
GIDDCFHiB; Hh9 GA5ll 5B8 A98iIA 9BH9FDFiG9G. 
FFCGH (2020) F9DCFHG Hh5H Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: GCA9 7iHi9G 6M 5 :iB5B7i5l DCiBH C: Ji9K 7CBGi89FiB; 
CHh9F 5F95G C: FiB5B79 iG BCH 5lK5MG DFCDCFHiCB5llM F9l5H98 HC Hh9iF DCGiHiCBiB; iB Hh9 FiB,97h 
iB8IGHFM, A9BHiCBiB; :CF 9L5ADl9 %il5B Hh5H h5G GHill 5 lCB; K5M HC FIB 7CAD5F98 HC ,9l AJiJ. 
IH iG 5lGC HC H5?9 iB 7CBGi89F5HiCB Hh5H Hh9 5779GG HC H97hBClC;M iG BCH 95GilM F957h56l9 6M 
9J9FMCB9 iB 9J9FM 7CIBHFM, 6975IG9 C:, :CF 9L5ADl9, 9l97HFi7iHM iGGI9G, 5G 19FA57? 5F;I9G. 
%9B89Bh5ll, 8iF97HCF C: BIGiB9GG D9J9lCDA9BH iB ACCE++  95lHh IBH9FB5HiCB5l, GH5H9G Hh5H 
digital finance, such as digital wallets, could be used into elaborate “finance options” with the 
purpose of “help financing”, especially the less lucky people. AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, FFCGH (2020) 
GD97i:i9G Hh5H h5JiB; 5 65B? 577CIBH iB GCA9 7CIBHFi9G iG ACGH C: Hh9 HiA9G 5 89GiF98 7CB8iHiCB 
6IH BCB9Hh9l9GG, HhiG GiHI5HiCB 8C9G BCH ;I5F5BH99 MCI Hh9 5779GG HC 79FH5iB G9FJi79G. IB HhiG H9FAG 
FiBH97h 7F98iH, Hh5H Cl59GG9BG 9H 5l. (2018) 89G7Fi69 5G 5 “7F98iH 57HiJiHM :57iliH5H98 6M 9l97HFCBi7 
platforms that are not operated by commercial banks”, iG C: ;F95H iADCFH5B79. ,h9 5IHhCFG 
continue affirming “the higher a country’s income level, the larger is fintech credit activity” 
(Cl59GG9BG 9H 5l. 2018, D. 29) 
A77CF8iB; HC FFCGH 5B8 5lGC A5BM CHh9FG, FiB,97h 7CIl8 Dl5M 5 FCl9 HC 9Bl5F;9 Hh9 8CA5iB C: 
Hh9 :iB5B79 DF9G9B79 5FCIB8 Hh9 KCFl8 89J9lCDiB; DCGGi6iliHi9G 5B8 CDDCFHIBiHi9G iB 5 :i9l8 Hh5H 
iG 57HI5llM IB7CJ9F98, CF Kh9F9 Hh9 9LiGHiB; G9FJi79G 5F9 BCH 5::CF856l9. ,h9 I%F 5::iFAG Hh5H 
FiB,97h 5llCKG 5B 97CBCAi7, GiADl9 5B8 G5:9 A9HhC8 C: D5MA9BH, Hh9 8i;iH5l CB9. 
FFCGH F9DCFHG 5lGC Hh5H FiB,97h DIGh9G Hh9 9LiGHiB; :iB5B7i5l iBGHiHIHiCBG HC iADFCJ9 HCC. 
ABMK5M, FiB,97h 577CF8iB; HC FFCGH iG G9BGiHiJ9 HC Hh9 7CAACB :5ilIF9G 5B8 FiG?G Hh5H 5F9 
7IFF9BHlM DF9G9BH iB Hh9 :iB5B7i5l A5F?9H. 
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A Dill5F liB9 :CF 5B iB79BHiJ9 iB FiBH97h 58CDHiCB iG 5lK5MG Hh9 GDh9F9 C: FIl9G. IB8998, iB Hh9 
5B5lMGiG 7CB8I7H98 6M FFCGH (2020) iG 7l95F, 6IH BCH 89H9FAiB5BH 5B8 GHill BCH :IllM 7CB:iFA98, 
Hh5H 5 Fi;hH A95GIF9 C: F9;Il5HiCB 7CBHFClG, 5 GACCHh F9;Il5HiCB C: 65B?G KiHh lCK 9BHF5B79 
65FFi9FG 5B8 CDDCGiHiCB HC ill9;5liHM 7CIl8 69 Hh9 HFi;;9FG :CF FiB,97h. &9J9FHh9l9GG, FFCGH K5BHG 
HC DF97iG9 Hhat the “regulatory arbitrage” is not the main driver. 
IH iBH9F9GHiB; HC BCHi79, 5G FFCGH F9DCFHG, Hh5H Hh9 DCDIl5HiCBG iB Khi7h Hh9 FiB,97h iG ACF9 
7CAACBlM IG98 5F9 Hh9 CB9G iB Khi7h Hh9 5J9F5;9 5;9 C: D9CDl9 iG lCK9F Hh5B HhCG9 7CIBHFi9G 
iB Khi7h FiB,97h iG BCH Hh9 DF9:9FF98 A95B 5B8 ACF9 HF58iHiCB5l K5MG C: HF5BG57HiCBG 5F9 
DF9G9BH. 
,h9 IBH9FB5HiCB5l %CB9H5FM FIB8 (2019) F9DF9G9BHG Hh9 8i::IGiCB C: FiB,97h iB Hh9 8i::9F9BH 
D5FHG C: Hh9 KCFl8 DF9G9BHiB; A:Fi75 5B8 AGi5 5G hi;h FiB,97h-:Fi9B8lM 7CIBHFi9G, EIFCD9 iG CB 
iHG K5M, iB C575GIG 5B8 C9BHF5l AGi5, %i88l9 E5GH, A:;h5BiGH5B, &CFHh A:Fi75 5B8 (5?iGH5B 
FiB,97h iG 9LD5B8iB;  5G K9ll 5G iB L5HiB AA9Fi75 5B8 iB Hh9 C5FFi695B  iB Khi7h iB GCA9 
F9;iCBG C9BHF5l B5B?G 5F9 7CBGi89FiB; Hh9 i895 C: 5 8i;iH5l 7IFF9B7M.  
%CF9CJ9F, Hh9 I%F GIFJ9M iB8iJi8I5H9G 7M69FG97IFiHM 5G Hh9 FiB,97h :i9l8 iB Khi7h Hh9F9 iG Hh9 
most “international cooperation” with aB 84 D9F79BH 5B8 Hh9 I%F 5B8 Hh9 /CFl8 B5B? 5F9 BCH 
9L7lI898 :FCA HhiG GCFH C: 89J9lCDiB; 7CBB97HiCB KiHh 5 DF9G9BH 5l5FA :CF iBH9FB5HiCB5l 
GH5B85F8G HC 69 G9H. 
I%F 5F;I9G Hh5H CDDCFHIBiHi9G DF9G9BH 5lGC 7CBG9EI9BH FiG?G GI7h 5G 9L7lIGiCB 8I9 HC Hh9 
56G9B79 C: Hh9 65Gi7 HCClG HC 5779GG Hh9 FiB,97h G9FJi79G; 7CBGIA9F 5B8 85H5 DFCH97HiCB, 
7CBB97H98 5lGC HC Hh9 DFiJ57M iGGI9; 5B8 8iG7FiAiB5HiCB. IH iG 5lGC 9Bh5B798 Hh5H Hh9 FiB,97h 
iAD57H iG BCHi7956l9 iB 75DiH5l A5F?9HG. ,h9 I%F 9Bh5B79G Hh5H Hh9 iBHFC8I7HiCB C: FiB,97h 
7CIl8 F9Gh5D9 Hh9 iBH9FB5HiCB5l :iB5B7i5l liB?G A5?iB; F9;Il5HiCBG B979GG5FM, 7h5B;iB; Hh9 
57HI5l :iB5B7i5l AC89lG 5B8 7CBB97HiCBG, F9A9A69FiB; Hh9 B998 C: 5 GCli8 7CCD9F5HiCB 69HK99B 
7CIBHFi9G. 
A GHI8M 8CB9 HhiG M95F 6M Hh9 I%F GhCKG 5B hi;h9F 5B8 hi;h9F DCDIl5FiHM iB Hh9G9 l5GH HiA9G C: 
8i;iH5l D5MA9BHG 89ACBGHF5HiB; Hh9 J5lI9 C: ACB9M HF5BG57HiCB iG 5 K9ll 7CBHFi6IHCF HC GD( iB 
7CIBHFi9G GI7h 5G B5B;l589Gh Kh9F9 Hh9 ACB9M HF5BG57HiCBG 7CBGHiHIH9 5lACGH Hh9 20 D9F79BH C: 
GD( 5B8 HC 5FFiJ9 HC 2iA65K9 Kh9F9 Hh9G9 D5MA9BHG 5F9 Hh9 140 C: GD(. 
 
1.3 A +-+,AI&ABLE CR1(,OC-RRE&C1: ,R-,  OR ,RICK? 
 
DIFiB; AM F9G95F7h I h5J9 :CIB8 7CADl9L 5B8 89li75H9 H5l?iB; 56CIH 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M; 9J9B i:, 
577CF8iB; HC +H5HiGH5, 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G 5F9 BCH 7CBGi89F98 5G D5FH C: Hh9 FiB,97h A5F?9H, 
IBJ9GHCD98i5 (2020) 7CBGi89FG Hh9 89J9lCDA9BH C: Hh9G9 B9K HMD9G C: 7IFF9B7i9G 5G iB7lI898 iB 
Hh9 FiB,97h :i9l8 BCB9Hh9l9GG, 5G 5F;I98 6M A5BM, GHill lCK iB 7F98i6iliHM. ,h9 I%F (2019) GHI8M 
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affirms “most jurisdictions agree that crypto-5GG9HG DF9G9BH FiG?G HC iBJ9GHCFG 6IH 5F9 BCH M9H 5 
threat to financial stability” (IBH9FB5HiCB5l %CB9H5FM FIB8 2019, D. 22).  
,h9 5B5lMGiG Hh9B 5F;I9G Hh5H Hh9 FiG?G C: Hh9G9 8i;iH5l 7IFF9B7M 7CBGiGHG iB Hh9 JCl5HiliHM 5B8 
l57? C: G75l56iliHM Hh5H 7CIl8 A5?9, 5 HhF95H, 69HK99B CHh9FG, HC Hh9 ACB9H5FM DCli7M 5FiG9. IH iG 
DCGGi6l9 HC 5F;I9 Hh5H Hh9F9 iG BCH 5 GH56l9 clear definition and identity of “crypto-asset”, word 
Hh5H 75B 69 iBH9FDF9H98 iB J5FiCIG K5MG 5G F9DCFH98 6M Hh9 I%F 5B8 5lGC IB89FliB98 6M 19FA57?. 
IG iH 5779DH98 HC 7CB79iJ9 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G 5G B9K A9HhC8G :CF HF5BG:9FFiB; J5lI9? 
,h9 5BGK9F iG Hh5H K9 GHill don’t really ?BCK, 5B8 Hh9 7CBHF57HiCB5FM DCiBHG C: Ji9K 5F9 GHill 
A5BM. /h5H iG ?BCKB iG Hh5H Hh9G9 8i;iH5l CF JiFHI5l 7IFF9B7i9G 5F9 65G98 CB 5 6lC7?7h5iB 
GHFI7HIF9, 5 H97hBClC;M A589 6M 5 7CBB97HiCB C: 6lC7?G 7CBH5iBiB; iB:CFA5HiCB. ,h9 7CB79DH 
h5G 699B i895H98 6M &5?5ACHC, 5 GHill IB?BCKB i89BHiHM. CFMDHC7IFF9B7M F9JClIHiCBiN9G Hh9 
G9BG9 C: ACB9M 6M iBHFC8I7iB; B9K K5MG C: 7CADl9HiB; HF5BG57HiCBG 5B8 B9K liB?G 69HK99B Hh9 
D5FHG 5B8 Hh9iF F9l5HiCBGhiD KiHh 85H5. IH iG BCH F9;Il5H98 6M 5 79BHF5l 65B?. B9Gi89G Hh5H, 5G 
F9DCFH98 6M Hh9 I%F Hh9 8i;iH5l 7IFF9B7M iG 5HHF57HiB; 5lGC C9BHF5l B5B?G lCC?iB; 5H iB7lIGiCB, 
9::i7i9B7M, 7CBHFCl 5B8 7CBJ9Bi9B79.  
,5l?iB; 56CIH 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G iG 5lGC iADCFH5BH HC IB89FliB9 ICO DFC79GG Hh5H ,h5?CF (2020) 
89G7Fi69G 5G 5 A97h5BiGA Kh9F9 iBJ9GHCFG 6IM HC?9BG HhIG :iB5B7iB; Hh9 89J9lCDA9BH C: 
7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G.  
 
IB AM CDiBiCB ACB9M h5G 699B F9Gh5D98 6M FiB,97h 7CBGi89FiB; CHh9F A9HhC8 C: 9L7h5B;iB; 
J5lI9. AG 5lF958M GH5H98 A5BM HiA9G, Hh9 65Gi7 GHFI7HIF9 C: 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G iG Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB 
KhCG9 7h5F57H9FiGHi7G 5F9 liGH98 6M .iG7CBHi (2020) 5B8 HhiG 9l56CF5H9 Kill F975ll: 
“decentralization”, “persistency”, “anonymity”, “auditability” and “trust”.  9 DCiBHG CIH Hh9 
G97IF9 5B8 iBH9F-CD9F5HiCB5l K5J9 C: HhiG H97hBClC;i75l 5DDli75HiCB.  
BIH FiB,97h iG 5lGC AI7h CHh9F Hh5B A5M69 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M 5B8 HhiG HiA9 HhiG D5D9F KCIl8 HFM 
HC 9LDlCF9 Hh9 CHh9F 5F95G.  
 
1.4 BLOCKC AI& 
 
AG A5BM 5FHi7l9G 5B8 9LD9FHG GH5H9, Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB H97hBClC;M G99AG HC h5J9 5B 9BCFACIG 
DCH9BHi5liHM iB Hh9 B95F 5B8 lCB; :IHIF9 5B8, i: K9ll 5B8 DFCD9FlM A5B5;98, iH 7CIl8 C::9F A5BM 
CDDCFHIBiHi9G C: 89J9lCDA9BH. 
AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, 6lC7?7h5iB iG 5 H97hBClC;M HCCl Ki89lM IG98 5B8 KiHh 9LDl5iB98 58J5BH5;9G 
6M A5BM F9G95F7h9FG. IH 7CBGiGHG iB 5 7h5iB C: 6lC7?G iB CF89F HC HF5BG:9F 85H5. IH iG Hh9 H97hBClC;M 
Hh5H iG 69hiB8 Hh9 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M 5B8, 5G A5iBH5iB98 6M 9LD9FHG, iH 7CIl8 C::9F 5 ;F95H J5lI9 HC 
A5BM iB8IGHFi9G. 
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%M DF9JiCIG 5B5lMGiG l95FBH Hh9 DCH9BHi5l C: 6lC7?7h5iB 5G 5 DF97iCIG HCCl ;I5F5BH99iB; 
HF5BGD5F9B7M, A9ACFM 5B8 G97IFiHM 7CJ9FiB; Hh9 FC58 C: 5 85H5-8FiJ9B GMGH9A. ,h9G9 :95HIF9G 
Hh5H 7h5F57H9FiN9 Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB 7CIl8 A5Bi:9GH Hh9iF 9::i7i9B7M iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. 
D9lCiHH91 89G7Fi69G Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB 5G 5 7h5iB C: 6lC7?G Hh5H G97IF9lM 5B8 D9FA5B9BHlM F97CF8G 5 





























D9lCiHH9. BlC7?7h5iB. AJ5il56l9 CB: hHHDG://KKK2.89lCiHH9.7CA/iH/iH/D5;9G/:iB5B7i5l-
G9FJi79G/5FHi7l9G/6lC7?7h5iB---89lCiHH9-iH5lM---:iB5B7i5l-G9FJi79G.hHAl  
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CHAPTER 2: THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY 
 
2.1 , E  EAL, CARE I&D-+,R1 
 
,h9  95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM iG 5 GHFI7HIF98 GMGH9A Hh5H, 5G Ri6iHN?M 9H 5l. (2018) GH5H9, 7CBGiGHG iB 5 
set of actors that considers “institutions”, providers, “patients”, “payers” and “government” all 
Gh5DiB; 8i::9F9BH :F5A9G C: 7CBB97HiCB. A77CF8iB; HC Hh9 5IHhCFG, iB Hh9iF 5B5lMGiG Hh5H 9Bl5F;9G 
Hh9 6CF89FG C: Hh9  95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM, iH iG h9F9 Hh5H Hh9F9 iG 5B CDDCFHIBiHM :CF h95lHh75F9 HC 
CJ9F5ll hi;h Hh9 l9J9l C: 75F9 5B8 5H Hh9 G5A9 HiA9 897F95G9 Hh9 9LD9BG9G. 
,h9 iAD57H C: 6lC7?7h5iB CB h95lHh75F9 iG 8I9 HC Hh9 7h5F57H9FiGHi7G Hh5H Ri6iHN?M 9H 5l. (2018) 
identify in the “data storage” recording individual data, BCH CBlM GHFi7HlM h95lHh 85H5, 6IH 5lGC 
D9FGCB5l CB9G ;I5F5BH99iB; 5 DFiJ57M CIHlCC? CJ9F Hh9A; “confidentiality”; “data integrity” is 
Hh9B 5GGIF98 9J9B i: iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 89l9H9 Hh9 85H5 CBlM iH iG Hh9 D5Hi9BH hiAG9l:/h9FG9l: KhC 
desires it, preserving “the right to be forgotten”; “availability”, “adequacy” 5B8 “compliance”. 
A77CF8iB; HC Hh9 /CFl8  95lHh OF;5BiN5HiCB (/ O 2019) 5B iB8iJi8I5l h95lHh GH5HIG iG 5 
;I5F5BH99 C: 89J9lCDA9BH iB Hh9 97CBCAi7G 5G iH C::9FG Hh9 65GiG HC D9CDl9 HC 7h5B;9 Hh9iF li:9, 
iB 69HH9F. 
 
2.2 , E  EAL, CARE ARO-&D , E /ORLD 
 
,h9F9 iG BCH 5 IBiEI9 GMGH9A :CF h95lHh75F9 KCFl8Ki89, 69Gi89G Hh5H, iH iG iADCFH5BH HC F975ll 
what Reynolds (2018) states: “the challenges facing all healthcare systems around the world 
5F9 i89BHi75l” (R9MBCl8G 2018, D.1).  ,hiG iG Kh5H R9i8 (2009) 5lF958M F9DCFHG iB Hh9 89G7FiDHiCB 
of the different “models” that synthetize the healthcare management around the world 
7CBGi89FiB; Hh9 7CBGH5BH lCC?iB; :CF h95lHh, Hh9 75F9 C: Gi7?B9GG 5B8 Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: 5 75F9 
Hh5H 8C9G BCH 8iGFIDH :iB5B7i5l GH56iliHM, Hh9 C6j97HiJ9G C: Hh9 GMGH9A. IH iG B979GG5FM HC IB89FliB9 
Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: 5B 5779GGi6l9 5B8 5::CF856l9 h95lHh75F9.  95lHh iG Hh9 65GiG C: li:9. 
&CB9Hh9l9GG, HhiG 7CB79DHiCB 8C9G BCH :iB8 5 D9F:97H :iH iB Hh9 7IFF9BH GC7i9HM. IB8998, 5G F9DCFH98 
6M R9MBCl8G (2018), Hh9 7CBGH5BH 5B8 57HI5l F95liHi9G GhCK GHill Hh9 8CAiB5B79 C: DFiJ5H9 
GMGH9AG CF Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB 69HK99B DI6li7 5B8 DFiJ5H9, A5?iB; Hh9 IBiJ9FG5l h95lHh75F9 5DD95F 
5B i8Mlli7 GiHI5HiCB Hh5H iG GHill :5F :FCA Hh9 DF9G9BH. 
 ,h9F9 5F9 8i::9F9BH AC89lG Hh5H i89BHi:M Hh9 h95lHh75F9 F9;Il5HiCB iB 8i::9F9BH D5FHG C: Hh9 KCFl8.  
(F97iG9lM, 9LD9FHG 7iH9 :CIF 8i::9F9BH AC89lG C: 7CB79iJiB; Hh9 GHFI7HIF9 C: HhiG iB8IGHFM. IB 5 
G75l9 C: IBiJ9FG5liHM K9 75B iB8iJi8I5H9 Hh9 “CIH-C:-DC7?9H AC89l” 5H Hh9 6CHHCA 8I9 HC iHG GCFH 
C: 8iG7FiAiB5HiCB 65G98 CB Hh9 iB7CA9 5B8 l9J9l C: 97CBCAi7 K95lHh C: D9CDl9. AG 5 A5HH9F C: 
:57H, R9i8 (2009) GH5H9G Hh5H iB Hh9 7CIBHFi9G iB Khi7h HhiG AC89l iG iB :CF79 Hh9F9 iG 5 hI;9 
8iGCF;5BiN5HiCB, 7CBG9EI9BHlM Hh9F9 iG BC 5HH9BHiCB HCK5F8 Hh9 CB9G B998iB; 75F9 KhC 75BBCH 
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5::CF8 iH. +5K Hh5H, ;CiB; ID iB Hh9 G75l9 iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC :iB8 Hh9 “BiGA5F?”, Hh9 “B9J9Fi8;9” 
5B8 Hh9 “&5HiCB5l  95lHh IBGIF5B79” AC89lG; Hh9G9 CB9G 5F9 8i::9F9BH :FCA Hh9 CIH-C:-DC7?9H 
AC89l 6975IG9 Hh9M 5F9 ACF9 GHFI7HIF98 CF, 5H l95GH, Hh9M 5F9 65G98 CB 5 8i::9F9BH l9J9l C: 
7Cll97HiJ9 A5B5;9A9BH C: F9GCIF79G. ,hiG 9LDF9GGiCB KCIl8 li?9 HC Gh5F9 Hh9 i895 Hh5H Hh9M :CFA 
5 GMGH9A, CF 69HH9F, 5B CF;5BiN98 GHFI7HIF9: 5G F9DCFH98 6M R9i8 (2009) Hh9 B9J9Fi8;9 7CBGi89FG 
5 AiL C: DI6li7 5B8 DFiJ5H9 5B8 iH iG 65G98 CB 5 H5L GMGH9A, Kh9F95G Hh9 BiGA5F? CB9 iG 65G98 
CB 5B iBGIF5B79 GMGH9A 5B8 :iB5llM Hh9 &5HiCB5l  95lHh IBGIF5B79 7CBGiGHG iB 5 AC89l iB Khi7h 
Hh9F9 5F9 9l9A9BHG C: DFiJ5H9 5B8 5B IBiEI9 iBGIF5B79 AC89l h9l8 6M Hh9 ;CJ9FBA9BH. OliJ9F 
R9MBCl8G (2018) GhCKG Hh5H 89J9lCDiB; 7CIBHFi9G :CllCK 5 DFiJ5H9 GMGH9A C: h95lHh75F9, 
577CF8iB; HC Hh9 /CFl8 B5B? OD9B D5H5 F9DCFH98 6M R9MBCl8G Hh9 +CIHh AGi5 DF9G9BH98 5 61.5 
D9F79BH C: Hh9 “total expenditure on health” compared to the 25.2  D9F79BH C: E5GH AGi5 5B8 
(57i:i7 5B8 Hh9 13.6 D9F79BH C: Hh9 7CIBHFi9G Hh5H 5F9 D5FHG C: Hh9 OECD. R9MBCl8G (2018) 
9Bh5B79G Hh9 DFC6l9AG C: Hh9 D9FGiGH9B79 C: 5 DFiJ5H9 5DD5F5HIG Hh5H G99AG HC Dl5M Hh9 FCl9 C: 
5B iB79BHiJ9 HC iB9::i7i9B7M, 9L7lIGiCB 5B8 iB9EI5liHi9G. 
B9Gi89G Hh5H, CHh9F 7CIBHFi9G CDH :CF GC7i5l iBGIF5B79G, HhiG iG Hh9 75G9 C: A5BM D5FHG C: EIFCD9. 
The “General Taxation” is another scheme presented by Reynolds that smoothG Hh9 GMGH9A 5B8 
CJ9F7CA9G 6IF95I7F57M 6IH, 577CF8iB; HC Hh9 97CBCAiGH, Hhis model “has the potential to be fair, 
but it can also be financially fragile” (R9MBCl8G 2018, D.1)  
 
+C, 5:H9F h5JiB; 5B5lMN98 Hh9 8i::9F9BH B9HKCF?G Hh5H 5F9 DF9G9BH iB Hh9 7CIBHFi9G C: Hh9 KCFl8 iH 
iG B5HIF5l HC F9:l97H 56CIH 5 7CADl9LiHM C: HhiG iB8IGHFM 5B8 iH iG iADCFH5BH BCH HC H5?9 Hh9 KFCB; 
8iF97HiCB C: HhiB?iB; iA5;iBiB; Hh5H 5 B9K iBJ9BHiCB, Kh5H9J9F iH iG, iH iG 5DDli756l9 iB Hh9 G5A9 
K5M iB 5ll Hh9 7CIBHFi9G 5ll CJ9F Hh9 KCFl8. 
 
2.3 , E A((LICA,IO& OF FI&,EC  O&  EAL, CARE 
 
AG %9HHl9F (2016) 5::iFAG 6lC7?7h5iB A5Bi:9GHG iHG iADCFH5B79 iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM Hh5B?G 
HC iHG 8979BHF5liN98 B9HKCF? Hh5H 5llCKG 5 69HH9F A5B5;9A9BH C: Hh9 D5Hi9BH 85H5 :5JCFiNiB; 5B 
95Gi9F 6IH G97IF9 5779GG HC HhiG iB:CFA5HiCB. CCBG9EI9BHlM, 577CF8iB; HC Hh9 5IHhCF, HhiG 
H97hBClC;i75l HCCl h9lDG iB G5JiB; HiA9 5B8 F9GCIF79G CJ9F7CAiB; :Fi7HiCBG 7CAACBlM F9l5H98 
HC 5 8i::9F9BH 5B8 J5GH iB:CFA5HiCB 5G iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 7CBGi89F iH 5G 5 HF57? C: 5ll Hh9 iB8iJi8I5l 
h95lHh 85H5. IB :57H, HF5BGD5F9B7M 5B8 9::i7i9B7M 5F9 Hh9 A5iB :95HIF9G Hh5H 7h5F57H9FiG9G Hh9 
iBHFC8I7HiCB C: 6lC7?7h5iB H97hBClC;M iB 5BM GMGH9A. 
IB Hh9G9 H9FAG, 6lC7?7h5iB G5J9G J5lI9 6M AiBiAiNiB; DFC798IF9G 5B8 7CBB97HiB; GH5?9hCl89FG. 
FIFHh9FACF9, 5G 19FA57? GH5H9G 5B8 %9HHl9F (2016) KFiH9G, 6lC7?7h5iB h5G DFCJ9B HC 69 5 
possible mean in order to fight the counterfeiting of drugs defending the patients’ h95lHh. ,hiG 
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iG 5lGC GH5H98 6M 2h5B; 9H 5l. (2018) Hh5H 7CBGi89FG 6lC7?7h5iB 5G 5 DCGGi6l9 GClIHiCB :CF G5:9HM 
iB DF9G7FiDHiCBG F9GIlHiB; iB ACF9 9::97HiJ9 75F9G. 
A77CF8iB; to Zhang et al. (2018) in “Blockchain Technology Use Cases in Healthcare” 
6lC7?7h5iB 7CIl8 h9lD iB 6Iil8iB; 5 F9li56l9 B9HKCF? iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A 5llCKiB; 
iBH9FCD9F56iliHM. ,h9 A5iB DFC6l9A iB liB9 KiHh Hh9 9LD9FHG iG Hh9 l57? C: 7CBB97HiCB 69HK99B 
Hh9 8i::9F9BH D5FHi9G iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. 2h5B; 9H 5l. (2018) 7CBGi89FG iBH9FCD9F56iliHM 5G 
5 B979GG5FM 7CB8iHiCB iB CF89F HC h5J9 5B 9::i7i9BH h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A 5G F98I7iB; Hh9 DFC656iliHM 
C: 9FFCFG 5B8 :iB8iB; Hh9 Fi;hH 75F9 :CF D5Hi9BHG. ,h9 5IHhCFG DF9G9BH HhF99 8i::9F9BH HMD9G C: 
interoperability: “foundational”, “structural” and “semantic”. ,h9M liGH Hh9 DFC6l9AG C: Hh9 
7IFF9BH h95lHh75F9 G79B5FiC Kh9F9 85H5 5F9 Gh5F98 5BMK5M 6IH HhFCI;h 5 DFC79GG Hh5H iG 89:iB98 
as “slow”, “insecure”, “incomplete” that “l57?G C: context”. (2h5B; 9H 5l. 2018, DD 3-4) 
IB liB9 KiHh 2h5B; 9H 5l. (2018) CB9 C: Hh9 :95HIF9G Hh5H 7h5F57H9FiG9G Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A 
BCK585MG iG Hh9 :57H Hh5H Hh9 D5Hi9BH iG BCH 5H Hh9 79BH9F 5B8 Hh9 D9FGCB5l h95lHh iB:CFA5HiCB iG 
BCH 7CBHFCll98 6M hiA A5?iB; DFiJ57M 5HH57?G 95Gi9F HC h5DD9B. IB Hh9G9 H9FAG, 6lC7?7h5iB 
D9FAiHG 5;iliHM iB Hh9 GMGH9A. 
AG B5?9F (2020) 5::iFAG, FiB,97h A5Bi:9GHG iHG9l: iB Hh9 DCGGi6iliHM C: D5MiB; 75Ghl9GG, 
6lC7?7h5iB IG98 5G 85H5 F97CF89FG 5B8 A9HhC8G C: D5MA9BH Hh5H iB7lI89 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G, 
A5Bi:9GHiB; 5B iB7F95GiB; 8i;iH5l D5Hh and “data security measures”. 
,hCI;h Hh9F9 5F9 GHill A5BM 8CI6HG 5FCIB8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G, 6975IG9 C: Hh9 l57? C: F9;Il5HiCB, 
hi;h JCl5HiliHM 5B8 CHh9F A5BM F95GCBG, 6lC7?7h5iB 9::97HiJ9 5B8 DCGiHiJ9 iAD57HG iB A5BM :i9l8G 
G99A HC 69 7CB:iFA98 6M A5BM 9LD9FHG. IB D5FHi7Il5F, .iG7CBHi (2020) 9Bh5B79G Hh9 hi;h 
7CBHFi6IHiCB C: HhiG H97hBClC;M CB h95lHh75F9. 
AG E89FA5Bi;9F (2017) DCiBHG CIH Hh9 iAD57H C: FiB,97h CB  95lHh75F9 7CBGiGHG iB 
F9JClIHiCBiNiB; HhiG :i9l8 6IH 5lGC HFM HC A5?9 iH ACF9 iB7lIGiJ9. 
Ri6iHN?M 9H 5l. (2018) F9:9FFiB; HC 6lC7?7h5iB 5::iFA “Blockchain technology is designed to 
9GH56liGh HFIGH, accountability, traceability, and integrity of data sharing”. (Ri6iHN?M 9H 5l. 2018, 
D.2) 
 
2.4 , E I&+-RA&CE +EC,OR A&AL1+I+ 
 
AH :iFGH Gi;hH Hh9 F9l5HiCB 69HK99B FiB,97h 5B8 IBGIF,97h iG BCH GC C6JiCIG. IG IBGIF,97h D5FH 
C: FiB,97h? AF9 Hh9M GiAil5F 7CB79DHG 8FiJiB; iB Hh9 G5A9 8iF97HiCB? 
 
A77CF8iB; HC Hh9 FiB5B7i5l ,iA9G (2017) “InsurTech” is one of the most attracting areas for 
iBJ9GHCFG. 
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 Okada (2018) defines it as “the insurance version of financial technology (FinTech)”. C9B:Fi 
(2019) 7CBGi89FG 5B IBGIF,97h 5G 5 GHFI7HIF9 iBGi89 Hh9 iBGIF5B79 iB8IGHFM Hh5H DCGiHiJ9lM 
7CBHFi6IH9 HC Hh9 iB8IGHFM Hh5B?G HC H97hBClC;M. IB Hh9 G5A9 liB9 C: HhCI;hH, +HC97?li 9H 5l. 
(2016) 7CB79iJ9 IBGIF,97h 5G 5 G9H C: iBBCJ5HiCBG iB G9J9F5l A5F?9HG Hh5H iG 6CCGH98 6M 
H97hBClC;i75l :95HIF9G iB CF89F HC 69B9:iH Hh9 iBGIF5B79 7CADl9L. ,h9M 5lGC F975ll 
(Fi79K5H9FhCIG9CCCD9FG 7CBGi89FiB; IBGIF,97h 5G F9l5HiJ9 HC Hh9 iBGIF5B79 G97HCF D5FH C: 
FiB,97h.  
FFCA Hh9G9 :9K 89:iBiHiCBG iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 7CB7lI89 Hh5H IBGIF,97h iG D5FH C: FiB,97h.  
IB Hh9G9 H9FAG R5j (2019) writes about InsurTech saying: “InsurTech iG F9:9FF98 HC 5G Hh9 
7CA6iB98 H97hBi75l 5B8 GHF5H9;i7 KCF? C: H97hBClC;M 5B8 iBGIF5B79, Khi7h h5G 7CBGi89F98 
FinTech as its idol” (R5j 2019, D. 30) 
 
FFCGH (2020) 5lGC GH5H9G Hh5H FiB,97h iG ACF9 5B8 ACF9 iAD57HiB; 5B8 iB7F95GiB; iB Hh9 GC 75ll98 
IBGIF,97h 5B8 Hh9 I%F (2019) 9LDl5iBG Hh5H Hh9 5DDli75HiCB C: H97h CB iBGIF5B79 iG GMBCBMA C: 
577IF57M, :5GHB9GG 5B8 D9FGCB5liN5HiCB Hh5H ;F5Hi:M Hh9 :iB5l 7IGHCA9F. ,hiG iG 5B iADCFH5BH 
5GD97H Hh5H, i: 5DDli98 HC Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM, ACJ9G Hh9 :C7IG HCK5F8 Hh9 D5Hi9BH l958iB; HC 
Hh9 7CB79DHiCB C: Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: Hh9 IG9F.  
 
IB liB9 KiHh EGG9F 9H 5l. (C9B:Fi 2019) 9A9F;iB; A5F?9HG 5F9 5GGiGHiB; 5H 5 7CBGi89F56l9 ;FCKHh 
C: IBGIF,97h Hh5H iG BCH 8iGFIDHiB; Hh9 HF58iHiCB5l G79B5FiC 6IH, Hh5H, 5H Hh9 G5A9 HiA9, iG 7F95HiB; 
B9K 6IGiB9GG AC89lG. %CF9CJ9F, 577CF8iB; HC Hh9 9LD9FHG Hh9F9 5F9 six different “IBGIF,97h 
categories” that they list, reporting their own words, as: “new data and analytics”, “digital 
platforms”, “technology-9B56l98 partnerships”, “parametric insurance”, “peer-HCC-D99F 
insurance” and “demand-based insurance” ( EGG9F 9H 5l., D.6). FIFHh9FACF9 EGG9F 9H 5l. (2019) 
9LDl5iB Hh5H H97hBClC;M iB iBGIF5B79 iG A5?iB; Hh9 G97HCF ACF9 5779GGi6l9. ,h9M, iB :57H, i89BHi:M 
Hh9 7h5ll9B;9G C: IBGIF5B79 BCK585MG 5B8 5::iFA Hh5H Hh9 lCK-iB7CA9 7CBGIA9FG 5F9 C:H9B CIH 
Hh9 iBGIF5B79 GMGH9A iB:lI9B7iB; iB HhiG K5M Hh9 9L57H 75l7IlIG C: Hh9 8i::9F9BH iBGIF5B79 
DFC:il9G 6M Hh9 iBGIF9FG. ,h9G9 9A5F;iB5H98 7CBGIA9FG 5F9 5lGC 8i::i7IlH HC F957h, l57? C: 
98I75HiCB 56CIH :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G, 75BBCH D5M hi;h 7CGHG 5B8 B998 5 J5Fi9HM C: GClIHiCBG 






CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
  
3.1 %E, ODOLOG1: A C A&GI&G (ER+(EC,I.E 
 
IB AM DF9JiCIG GHI8M “FinH97h- 95lHh75F9 6iBCAi5l: Hh9 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M iAD57H CB Hh9 A95BiB; 
C: J5lI9. A GHI8M C: D9FGD97HiJ9G” I used a qualitative approach because I wondered to answer 
Hh9 :CllCKiB; F9G95F7h EI9GHiCBG: 
- “Could FinTech, in particular cryptocurrency, add value on the Healthcare industry?” 
- “Considering the binomial FinTech- 95lHh75F9 Kh5H iG Hh9 A95BiB; C: ACB9M Hh9B?” 
- “Will institutions be active part of the system?” 
IB AM GHI8M I 5B5lMG98 Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB H97hBClC;M 5B8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G. I l95FBH Hh5H 6lC7?7h5iB 
H97hBClC;M 75B 69 5DDli98 HC Hh9 BCHi7956lM :F5;A9BH98 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM DFC656lM l958iB; HC 
5 ACF9 9::i7i9BH GMGH9A, 5 G97IF9 85H5-8FiJ9B A97h5BiGA. B9Gi89G Hh5H, 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M h5G GHill 
GCA9 65FFi9FG Hh5H DF9J9BH 5 7CADl9H9 HFIGH CB iH. I 5lGC l95FBH Hh5H iBGHiHIHiCBG Kill GHill 69 D5FH 
C: Hh9 :IHIF9. I IG98 5 EI5liH5HiJ9 A9HhC8 F9DCFHiB; Hh9 HhCI;hHG C: GCA9 9LD9FHG Hh5H I 
iBH9FJi9K98.  
IB HhiG F9G95F7h I KCIl8 li?9 HC :IFHh9F 5B5lMG9 Hh9 FiB,97h KCFl8, iHG 8i::9F9BH 5F95G 5B8 Hh9iF 
DCGGi6l9 5DDli75HiCBG CB h95lHh75F9. I Kill IG9 5 EI5liH5HiJ9 5DDFC57h 5lGC HhiG HiA9, 69Gi89G Hh5H, 
iH Kill 69 ACF9 :C7IG98 CB GCA9 5lF958M 9LiGHiB; GIFJ9MG, 5FHi7l9G, GHI8i9G 5B8 F9G95F7h9G 9J9B 
i: Di979G C: HhCI;hHG C: Hh9 F9GDCB89BHG I iBH9FJi9K98 Kill 69 DF9G9BH 5lGC iB HhiG 9l56CF5H9. IB 
:57H, iB HhiG D5D9F I Kill F9DCFH Hh9 HhCI;hHG 5B8 i895G C: GCA9 9LD9FHG C: HhiG :i9l8 5B8 
DFC:9GGiCB5lG I iBH9FJi9K98 7CBGi89FiB; 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M 5B8 Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB GHFI7HIF9. 
&CB9Hh9l9GG Hh9M C::9F98 A9 7CB79DHG Hh5H 75B 5lGC 69 7CBB97H98 HC Hh9 CHh9F 5F95G C: FiB,97h. 
DIFiB; Hh9 iBH9FJi9KG I HFi98 HC :CllCK Hh9 G5A9 GHFI7HIF9 6M 5G?iB; 56CIH Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB C: 
FiB,97h 5B8  95lHh75F9, Hh9B CHh9FG F9l5H98 F9:l97HiCBG 5FCIG98 5B8 iH iG :FCA Hh9G9 Hh5H I HCC? 
AM iBGDiF5HiCB Hh5H iG 7CBGH5BHlM 8FiJiB; A9 iB HhiG F9G95F7h. 
%CF9CJ9F, 9J9FMHhiB; Kill 69 5B5lMG98 6M 5BCHh9F D9FGD97HiJ9 6975IG9, HhiG HiA9, Hh9 GI6j97H iG 
FiB,97h HF57? iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM, h9B79, BCH CBlM Hh9 5DDli75HiCB C: 6lC7?7h5iB 
H97hBClC;M iB HhiG iB8IGHFM, iG 5H GH5?9. ,hiG Kill A5M69 F9GIlH iB 5 ACF9 ;9B9F5l 5B5lMGiG. 
 IB8998, iB HhiG D5D9F I KCIl8 li?9 HC :C7IG AM F9G95F7h ACF9 CB Hh9  95lHh IBGIF5B79 9::97HG, 
iBHFC8I7iB; Kh5H iH iG 75ll98 IBGIF,97h, 5lF958M 7iH98 69:CF9. I KCIl8 li?9 HC IB89FGH5B8 Hh9 FC58 







3.2 , E REALI,IE+ 
 
3.2.1 , E CO&&E0IO&+  
 
A77CF8iB; HC +H5HiGH5 (2019) ChiB5 iG :iFGH iB Hh9 liB9 5G Hh9 7CIBHFM iB Khi7h 91% C: +%EG 
IG98 FiB,97h GClIHiCBG, Hh9 -+ iG G97CB8, A:Fi75 iG HhiF8 5B8 Hh9B -K 5B8 %9Li7C :CllCK. 
 
IB liB9 KiHh 5 / O GHI8M (2019) Hh9F9 5F9 GHill A5BM D9CDl9 Hh5H GI::9F 5B8 75BBCH 5::CF8 Hh9 
65Gi7 75F9, l57? C: h95lHh 7CJ9F5;9 5B8 liJ9 iB DCCF :iB5B7i5l 7CB8iHiCBG. IB8998, BCK585MG Hh9 
7CGH C: h95lHh75F9 iG 9LD9BGiJ9 GC Hh5H Hh9 i895 C: 5 -BiJ9FG5l 95lHh CCJ9F5;9 (- C) h5G 699B 
DIH 5ACB; Hh9 GIGH5iB56l9 D9J9lCDA9BH GC5lG A95BiB; KiHh Hh5H 5 7CJ9F5;9 Hh5H 9BGIFiB; 
D9CDl9 5B 5779GG HC 75F9 5B8 DF9J9BH Hh9 DCJ9FHM 8I9 HC 5 :F5;il9 :iB5B7i5l 7CB8iHiCB. 
A77CF8iB; HC / O Hh9 9::i7i9B7M C: h95lHh75F9 iG 8I9 HC 5 75F9 C: EI5liHM Hh5H 7CBGi89FG D9CDl9 
iHG 79BH9F. 
 
/ O GlC65l  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 85H565G92 GhCKG Hh5H IH5lM DCA9GHi7 (I6li7  95lHh 
ELD9B8iHIF9 7CFF9GDCB898 HC 6.5% C: GD( iB 2017, Hh9 G5A9 D9F79BH5;9 C: 5 2005 89GDiH9 5B 
iB7F95G9 C: Hh9 DCDIl5HiCB C: 5lACGH 3.000.000 C: D9CDl9. B9Gi89G HhiG / O H56l9 GhCKG Hh5H 
Hh9 DCA9GHi7 (I6li7 95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 D9F79BH5;9 C: ,CH5l G9B9F5l GCJ9FBA9BH ELD9B8iHIF9 
897F95G98 C: 5 0.3% :FCA 2005 HC 2017. ,C 6Fi9:lM GIA ID Hh9 IH5li5B G79B5FiC iB HhCG9 M95FG 
K9 75B 5::iFA Hh5H: Hh9 DCDIl5HiCB h5G iB7F95G98, Hh9 8CA9GHi7 9LD9B8iHIF9 CB h95lHh h5G 699B 
GH56l9, Hh9 D9F79BH5;9 C: Hh9 8CA9GHi7 DI6li7 h95lHh 9LD9B8iHIF9 HC Hh9 ,CH5l G9B9F5l 
GCJ9FBA9BH 9LD9B8iHIF9 iG 8iAiBiGh98 5B8 Hh9 7IFF9BH 95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 iG Gli;hHlM 897F95G98 
(:FCA 2863 HC 2840 -+ 8Cll5FG) 5G K9ll 5G Hh9 GD( D9F 75DiH5 :5lliB; 8CKB HC  32.127 -+ 8Cll5FG 
iB 2017 :FCA Hh9 34.239 8Cll5FG C: 2005. IB IH5lM iB 2017 Hh9 F9li5B79 CB CIH-C:-DC7?9H GD9B8iB; 
iG 5FCIB8 Hh9 20%. 
 
,h9 GiHI5HiCB C: Hh9 -BiH98 +H5H9G C: AA9Fi75 iG 8i::9F9BH. ,h9 -.+. iG 5 7CIBHFM iB Khi7h 5B 
5I;A9BH5HiCB C: Hh9 DCDIl5HiCB 69HK99B 2005 5B8 2017 l958 HC 5B iB7F95G9 C: Hh9 GD( 5B8 5 
F9l5HiJ9 iB7F95G9 iB Hh9 D9F79BH5;9 C: Hh9 DCA9GHi7 (I6li7  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 5G K9ll 5G Hh9 






ChiB5 DF9G9BHG 5 7CBH9LH iB Khi7h Hh9 GD( 5lACGH HFiDli75H98, :CllCK98 6M 5B 9Ji89BH 
5I;A9BH5HiCB iB Hh9 CIFF9BH  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 5B8 5 7CBG9EI9BH iB7F95G9 C: Hh9 DCA9GHi7 
(I6li7  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 F9l5H98 HC Hh9 CIFF9BH  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 5B8 F9l5H98 HC Hh9 GD(. 
IB ChiB5 Hh9 OIH-C:-DC7?9H 9LD9B8iHIF9 D9F79BH5;9 C: Hh9 CIFF9BH  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 
8iAiBiGh98 5B8 Hh9 DCA9GHi7 (I6li7 95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 F9l5H98 D9F79BH5;9 C: Hh9 ,CH5l G9B9F5l 
GCJ9FBA9BH ELD9B8iHIF9 iB7F95G98 C: 1,6 D9F79BH5;9 DCiBHG. 
 
IB AF;9BHiB5 Hh9 iB7F95GiB; C: DCDIl5HiCB iG 7CBB97H98 HC 5B 5I;A9BH5HiCB iB Hh9 GD( C: Hh9 
7CIBHFM 5G K9ll 5G 5B iB7F95G9 C: Hh9 DCA9GHi7 (I6li7  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 7CAD5F98 HC GD( 
Ghi:HiB; :FCA 3,9% C: GD( iB 2005 HC 6,6% C: GD( iB 2017. AF;9BHiB5 iB HhCG9 M95FG 5GGiGH98 
HC 5 F98I7HiCB C: Hh9 OIH-C:-DC7?9H D5MA9BHG C: ACGH C: Hh9 h5l: C: Hh9 D9F79BH5;9 iB 2005. 
 
%CF9CJ9F, iB +iB;5DCF9 5B iB7F95G9 C: GD( iG F9l5H98 HC 5B iB7F95G9 iB Hh9 DCDIl5HiCB 5B8 5 
7CFF9GDCB89BH 5I;A9BH5HiCB C: Hh9 DCA9GHi7  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 D9F79BH5;9 7CAD5F98 HC Hh9 
GD( iB 588iHiCB HC 5 ACJ9 C: 5,7 D9F79BH5;9 DCiBHG :FCA 2005 HC 2017 C: Hh9 DCA9GHi7 (I6li7 
 95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9 7CAD5F98 HC Hh9 ,CH5l G9B9F5l GCJ9FBA9BH ELD9B8iHIF9. IB +iB;5DCF9 
Hh9F9 iG 5lGC 9Ji89B79 C: 5 F98I7HiCB C: Hh9 OIH-C:-DC7?9H D5MA9BHG Hh5H :5llG :FCA Hh9 50,0% 
HC 32,1% C: Hh9 CIFF9BH  95lHh ELD9B8iHIF9. 
 
IB?GH9F 9H 5l. (2019) iB 5::iFA Hh5H Hh9 57?BCKl98;9A9BH 5B8 Hh9 7CADF9h9BGiCB D9FGCB5l 
:iB5B7i5l 85H5 7CIl8 l958 HC 5B iADFCJ9A9BH C: Hh9 EI5liHM C: h95lHh75F9 5lGC 5F;IiB; Hh5H 
“linkage to information about mental and physical health could create more holistic financial 
support systems” sustaining a “strong connection between money and health”( IB?GH9F  9H 5l. 
2019, D. 9110) IB89FlMiB; Hh9 :57H Hh5H 5 G75F7iHM C: ACB9M 75B 89H9FiCF5H9 Hh9 GH5H9 C: h95lHh C: 
5 D9FGCB Hh5H, 7CBG9EI9BHlM, 7CB8iHiCBG hiG/h9F :iB5B7i5l GiHI5HiCB. IB HhiG 7CBH9LH FiB,97h GhCKG 
iHG ;F95H DCH9BHi5l iB CF89F HC 89J9lCD Hh9 F9G95F7h, 5G GI;;9GH98 6M IB?GH9F 9H 5l. (2019). 
 
In “Building the future of financial healthcare technology practices” IB?GH9F 9H 5l. (2020)  HhiB? 
Hh5H HC85M Hh9 7CGHIA9F 5B8 h9F/hiG B998G 5F9 ACF9 5B8 ACF9 5H Hh9 79BH9F 5B8 Hh5H 5 7CBB97HiCB 
69HK99B h95lHh, H97hBClC;M 5B8 :iB5B79 7CIl8 h5J9 5 DCGiHiJ9 iAD57H 5B8 6CCGH iBBCJ5HiCB, 
believing in the potential of  what they call “FinHealthTech”, Hh5H KCIl8 h9lD D9CDl9 KhC liJ9 
iB DCCF :iB5B7i5l 7CB8iHiCBG. 
 
In line with “Opportunities await: how InsurTech is reshaping insurance” a PwC Global 
FiB,97h GIFJ9M (2016) CBlM Hh9 32% 8i8 BCH h5J9 BCHhiB; HC 8C KiHh FiB,97h 5H Hh5H HiA9. 
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O?585 (2018) F9DCFHG Hh5H iB 2016 iB "5D5B 5 A98i75l iBGIF5B79 7CBB97H98 HC Hh9 “h95lHh 5;9” 
GH5FH98 HC 69 8i::IG98 DFCACHiB; h95lHh iB CF89F HC 897F95G9 DF9AiIA 7CGHG, 69HH9F Hh9 h95lHh 
7CB8iHiCBG C: 5 D9FGCBG 5F9, 5lK5MG F9l5H98 HC iHG 5;9, lCK9F Hh9 DF9AiIA 7CGH iG. ,hiG iG BCH, 
577CF8iB; HC O?585 (2018) 5 G95F7h :CF 9::i7i9B7M, 6IH iH iG 5lGC 5B iADFCJ9A9BH C: 69h5JiCIFG. 
,hiG iG BCH 5 lCB9lM 75G9 5B8 Hh9G9 :CFAG C: iBGIF5B79G 5F9 89:iB98 5G “promotion-HMD9” 
iBGIF5B79G. 
 AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, O?585 (2018) 5lGC 5::iFAG Hh5H Dl5H:CFAG 5F9 5lGC 9LD9FiA9BHiB; Hh9G9 B9K 
iB79BHiJ9G. D9GDiH9 HhiG, 5G  O?585  (2018) 5::iFAG iH iG 5lGC HFI9 Hh5H HhiG B9K iBGIF5B79 l958G 
HC 5 GMGH9A iB Khi7h Hh9 hi;h9GH 7CGHG 5F9 :CF Hh9 CB9G KiHh 5 658 h95lHh GH5HIG, Hh5H 
IB:CFHIB5H9lM, iB ACGH C: Hh9 75G9G iG BCH 5lK5MG Hh9 F9GIlH C: 5 G75F7iHM C: KilliB; HC GH5M h95lHhM. 
IB Hh9G9 H9FAG O?585 (2018) l5IB7h9G 5B 5l5FA :CF Hh9 B998 C: :IHIF9 DFC;F9GG9G. ,h9B h9 5lGC 
F975llG Hh9 9LiGH9B79 C: ;FCID iBGIF5B79G 5B8 Hh9 7CBGH5BH 9LiGHiB; B998 :CF D5FHB9FGhiDG 
between “insurance companies” and “InsurTech”. 
 
 L99 9H 5l. (E1 2019) l9H IG iA5;iB9 5 :IHIF9 iB Khi7h h95lHh 7CBB97H98 HC :iB5B79 7CIl8 69 5 
;F95H GCIF79 C: J5lI9 7CAiB; :FCA Hh9 7CBB97HiCB C: H97hBClC;M, h95lHh 5B8 :iB5B79 DCiBHiB; 
CIH Hh9 5lF958M 7iH98 7CBB97HiCB 69HK99B 5ll Hh9 :CFAG C: h95lHh. IH iG 9L57HlM HhiG liB?5;9 Hh5H 
5G L99 9H 5l. (2019) F9DCFH Kill A5?9 DF9J9BHiCB DCGGi6l9 5B8 iH Kill 69 5B iB79BHiJ9 :CF 5 
F98I7HiCB C: iBGIF5B79 7CGHG. 
 
IB AM DF9JiCIG GHI8M I iBH9FJi9K98 GCA9 DFC:9GGiCB5lG Hh5H 7CIl8 h5J9 699B F9l5H98 HC Hh9 
6lC7?7h5iB 5B8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M :i9l8. AH  Hh5H HiA9 I ;CH iB HCI7h KiHh AM F9GDCB89BHG 6M A5il 
5B8 I 7CB8I7H98 5 G9Ai-GHFI7HIF98 iBH9FJi9K HC 957h C: Hh9A iB CF89F HC :iB8 5B 5BGK9F HC Hh9 
HhF99  56CJ9 F9DCFH98 F9G95F7h EI9GHiCBG (7CIl8 FiB,97h, iB D5FHi7Il5F 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M, 588 J5lI9 
CB Hh9 95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM?, 7CBGi89FiB; Hh9 6iBCAi5l FiB,97h- 95lHh75F9 Kh5H iG Hh9 A95BiB; 
C: ACB9M Hh9B?, will institutions be active part of the system?”) 
,h9 D9CDl9 KhC I iBH9FJi9K98 5F9: D5Ji8 KC9DG9ll, Hh9 CEO 5B8 7C:CIB89F C: EB7FMDG9B, 
A8Fi9BB9 %9B89Bh5ll, 8iF97HCF C: BIGiB9GG D9J9lCDA9BH ACCE++  95lHh IBH9FB5HiCB5l 
+iB;5DCF9 5B8 CB9 C: Hh9 A5iB D9CDl9 KCF?iB; iB Hh9 FiB,97h DFC;F5A; D5Ji8 19FA57?, 
(FC:9GGCF C: FiB5B79 5H Hh9 &9K 1CF? -BiJ9FGiHM iB Hh9 -BiH98 +5H9G; "9F9Ai5G GF9BN9657h, 7C-
:CIB89F 5B8 7CF9 89J9lCD9F 5H D9BH57CiB;  I;h ,9FFM, Hh9 :CIB89F C: ,h9 Di;iH5l IBGIF9F. All 
Hh9iF HhCI;hHG h5J9 699B F95llM IG9:Il 5B8 iBGDiFiB; iB Hh9 DF9JiCIG 5B8 iB Hh9 7IFF9BH 5B5lMGiG.  
 
,9FFM, CB9 C: Hh9 F9GDCB89BHG whose purpose is “workiB; HC;9Hh9F HC 5779l9F5H9 Hh9 8i;iH5l 
transformation of insurance” DIHHiB; 9ADh5GiG CB 5779l9F5HiCB, 7CBGi89FG Hh5H H97hBClC;M h5G 5 
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;F95H DCH9BHi5l iB Hh9 A5B5;9A9BH C: FiG?. ,hiG iG BCH Hh9 CBlM CB9 DCH9BHi5l GH5H98 6M Hh9 :CIB89F 
C: ,h9 Di;iH5l IBGIF9F Hh5H A9BHiCBG +K95H7CiB. AG Hh9 B5A9 GI;;9GHG HhiG 5DD Hh5H ;iJ9G 
iB79BHiJ9G HC Hh9 IG9FG iB CF89F HC iADFCJ9 Hh9iF h95lHh 7CB8iHiCBG 6M F9K5F8iB; GH9DG KiHh 
JiFHI5l ACB9M 9Bh5B7iB; Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: H97hBClC;M iB :CGH9FiB; DF9J9BHiCB iB h95lHh l958iB; 
HC 5B CJ9F5ll F98I7HiCB C: 7CGHG. ,hiG iG 5lGC Hh9 AiGGiCB C:  Hh9 7C:CIB89F C: D9BH57CiB KhC 
5BGK9FG at the question “what is your mission?” with the following sentence: “by the means of 
GA5FH H97h GClIHiCBG, K9 5iA HC Ghi:H Hh9 D5F58i;A :FCA HF95HA9BH HC DF9J9BHiCB, HhIG iADFCJiB; 
oral health and reducing costs”. ,h9 :CIB89F C: Hh9 Di;iH5l IBGIF9F A5iBH5iBG Hh5H Hh9 DFiJ57M iG 
a “massive issue” but at the same time the sharing of data is extremely “valuable” especially in 
DF9J9BHiCB 5B8 HhiG 8FiJ9G IG iB 5 89li75H9 GDh9F9. 
,9FFM K5BHG HC 9Bh5B79 Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: Hh9 B998 C: 5 7CBGIA9F 79BH9F98 GMGH9A HCC. 
19FA57? HhiB?G Hh5H Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB iG Hh9 ACGH :5G7iB5HiB; D5FH C: 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M C: Khi7h h9 
9Bh5B79G Hh9 ;F95H J5lI9 C: iHG G97IFiHM. 
A F95l 9L5ADl9 C: Hh9 5DDli75HiCB C: FiB,97h CB h95lHh75F9 iG ;iJ9B 6M D9BH57CiB Hh5H 89:iB98 
by the words of Grenzebach is “the first and only blockchain solution for the global dental 
industry” consisting in a network of smart contracts in order to h5J9 89BH5l 5GGIF5B79 5B8 
7FMDHC7IFF9B7i9G 5G 5 A9HhC8 C: D5MA9BHG 5B8 5 HCCl :CF F9K5F8iB;. 
GF9BN9657h 9LDl5iBG 5 F95liHM iB Khi7h FiB,97h iG 7CA6iB98 HC h95lHh75F9 6M C::9FiB; HC IG9FG 
Hh9 DCGGi6iliHM HC 95FB D9BH57CiB ,h9 89BHiGHG, HC KhCA D9BH57CiB 75B F9DF9G9BH 5 GMA6Cl C: 
“loyalty”, 5F9 F9K5F898 HCC. ,h9 95FBiB;G h5J9 AIlHiDl9 IG9G 5B8, 577CF8iB; HC Hh9 7C-:CIB89F, 
are subject to a “network effect” meaning that the adoption of the cFMDHC7IFF9B7M iG 5 
89H9FAiB5BH C: Hh9 J5lI9 C: Hh9 7IFF9B7M iHG9l:. R9:9FFiB; HC Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB C: FiB,97h 5B8 
 95lHh75F9, GF9Bzebach maintains that “the main benefit it brings to the world is the secure 
HF5BG:9F C: 85H5 5B8 J5lI9. IH Kill H5?9 HiA9 :CF Hh9 GHFI7HIF98  95lHh75F9 G97HCF HC 585DH HC HhiG 
B9K H97hBClC;i75l 9BJiFCBA9BH, but the benefits are indisputable”. 
 
“Digital is the new “now” 5B8 iG Gh5DiB; Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9AG C: Hh9 :IHIF9” (D9lCiHH9 2020, 
D.1) 7CBG9EI9BHlM ACF9 5B8 ACF9 iG Hh9 7IFF9BH 5B8 :IHIF9 DF9G9B79 C: H97hBClC;i9G. A77CF8iB; 
HC D9lCiHH9 Hh9 58J5BH5;9G 5B8 Hh9 HFi;;9FG C: HhiG 8i;iH5l D5Hh 5F9: the necessity of a “predictive 
and preventive care”, the reduction of costs and errors and the effectiveness and attention in th9 
care as well as the “consumer/patient demand”.  
“It iG 7FI7i5l :CF h95lHh 75F9 GH5?9hCl89FG HC KCF? HCK5F8 5 :IHIF9 iB Khi7h Hh9 7Cll97HiJ9 :C7IG 
Ghi:HG 5K5M :FCA 5 GMGH9A C: Gi7? 75F9 – treating patients after they fall ill to one of healthcare” 
(D9lCiHH9 2020, D. 4). ,hiG G9BH9B79 IB89FliB9G Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: DF9J9BHiCB iB h95lHh75F9 5B8 
Hh9 DCGGi6iliHM HC 57hi9J9 iH F9HhiB?iB; 56CIH Hh9 9LiGHiB; GHFI7HIF9 5B8 GMGH9A. IB :57H, D9lCiHH9 
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7CBHiBI9G Hh9B 9LDl5iBiB; Hh5H 5 GC-75ll98 GA5FH h95lHh 7CAAIBiHM (+ C) 5DDFC57h 7CIl8 l958 
HC 5779GGi6iliHM, 9::i7i9B7M, hi;h9F EI5liHM 5B8 iBBCJ5HiCB.  
D9lCiHH9 (2019) 7iH9G Hh9 6lC7?7h5iB 5G CB9 C: Hh9 H97hBClC;i9G Hh5H iG Gh5DiB; Hh9 h95lHh75F9 
Hh5H iG lCC?iB; :CF 5779l9F5HiCB 5B8 75D56iliHi9G HC ?99D ID KiHh Hh9 HF9B8. FCllCKiB; Hh9 5B5lMGiG 
8CB9 6M D9lCiHH9 Hh9 h95lHh75F9 G97HCF h5G A5BM DFCJ9G 7CBGiGHiB; iB F9Gh5DiB; iHG liB?5;9 KiHh 
:iB5B79 6M C::9FiB; hi;h l9J9l 5B8 577IF5H9 h95lHh75F9 HFMiB; HC DIFGI9 5 GIGH5iB56iliHM, iBH9B898 
6M :iB5B7i5l D9FGD97HiJ9, 9A6F57iB; iBBCJ5HiCB 5B8 :CllCKiB; Hh9 8i;iH5liN5HiCB ACJiB; Hh9 
5HH9BHiCB HCK5F8 Hh9 7CBGIA9F 5B8 5lK5MG lCC? :CF H5l9BHG. 
 
A77CF8iB; HC Hh9 IBH9FB5HiCB5l %CB9H5FM FIB8 (2020) FiB,97h iG 5B CDHiA5l HCCl iB CF89F HC 
;I5F5BH99 Hh9 5779GG HC ACF9 D9CDl9 iB Hh9 :iB5B7i5l GMGH9A, HhiG G99AG HC 69 5 6CCGH9F C: 
97CBCAi7 89J9lCDA9BH. ,h9 I%F then adds “provided the financial sector is well regulated, it 
does not hurt financial stability” (+5h5M 9H 5l. 2020, D.3). IB liB9 KiHh HhiG HhCI;hH iH iG DCGGi6l9 
HC 7CADF9h9B8 Hh5H FiB,97h 75B C::9F 5 D5Hh C: CDDCFHIBiHi9G, 9J9B i:, 5G Hh9 I%F GD97i:i9G “the 
benefits and risks cannot be easily quantified”.  
,here is the need of a good management of this “innovation”. IB :57H, Hh9 I%F 8iG7CJ9FG Hh5H 
FiB,97h 7CIl8 69 5 DFCACH9F C: 5 ACF9 CD9B 5779GG HC :iB5B79 F98I7iB; IBjIGHi:i98 DFiJil9;9G 
5B8 h5JiB; 5 hI;9 iAD57H CB Hh9 GD(, 6IH, 5H Hh9 G5A9 HiA9, iH 7CIl8 A5?9 B9K :CFAG C: BCH 
iB7lIGiCB 5FiG9. The IMF, at this purpose, has ideated two different indexes: “the “digital” and 
the “traditional” financial inclusion indices”. 
,h9 I%F GhCKG Hh5H Hh9 5F95G HCI7h98 6M HhiG :iB5B79 5B8 H97hBClC;M 7CA6iB5HiCB 5F9: 
“domestic payments”, “credit”, “remittances” that in simple words could be described as the 
ACB9M G9BH 657? HC 7CIBHFi9G C: CFi;iBG, “savings”, “insurance” and “investment management”. 
 
,h9 I%F 9LDl5iBG Hh9B Hh5H FiB,97h iG BCH 8iGFIDHiB; Hh9 9LiGHiB; :iB5B7i5l GMGH9A 8I9 HC Hh9 
7CADl9A9BH5FM FCl9 Hh5H iH Dl5MG iB Hh9 57HI5l :iB5B7i5l l5B8G75D9 in a “give and receive” 
F9l5HiCBGhiD. FIFHh9FACF9, Hh9 hi;h DF9G9B79 C: FiB,97h iH iG 9LDl5iB98 HC 69 7CBB97H98 KiHh Hh9 
G75F7iHM C: Hh9 HF58iHiCB5l GMGH9A. &CB9Hh9l9GG Hh9 I%F 7CBHiBI9G GD97i:MiB; Hh9 7CAD9HiHiCB iG 
BCH 9L7lI898. IB 6CHh 75G9G, 7Cll56CF5HiCB 5B8 7CAD9HiHiCBG 5F9 l958iB; HC B9K 7CB79DHiCBG C: 
:iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G. 
3.2.2 THE EXISTING “FIN EAL, ,EC ” REALITIES 
 
The expression “finhealthtech” already compared above as a term used by Inkster et al. (2020). 
IH GH5B8G :CF Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB 69HK99B :iB5B79, h95lHh75F9 5B8 H97hBClC;M. IB HhiG D5D9F A5M69 
iH iG DF9:9F56l9 HC iBH9FDF9H iH 5G Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB C: FiB,97h 5B8  95lHh75F9, CF 69HH9F 5 DlIB;9 
C: Hh9 FiB,97h 5F95 iB Hh9  95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM.  
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,5l?iB; 56CIH FiB,97h iB  95lHh75F9 A95BG 5DDFC57hiB; Hh9 8i;iH5l h95lHh Hh9A9. IB CF89F HC 
iBHFC8I79 Hh9 8i;iH5l h95lHh 5F;IA9BH, HhiG 9l56CF5H9 Kill F9:9F HC Hh9 DF5:H ;lC65l GHF5H9;M 
HhCI;hH 6M Hh9 /CFl8  95lHh OF;5BiN5HiCB (/ O). IB HhiG 8F5:H, iB :57H, Hh9 / O IB89FliB9G 
Hh9 75D56iliHi9G C: Hh9 B9K H97hBClC;i9G HC DCGiHiJ9lM iAD57H Hh9 9LiGHiB; 5B8 :F5;il9 h95lHh75F9 
GMGH9A iB CF89F HC iADFCJ9 5B8 6FC58 iH iB A5BM D5FHG C: Hh9 KCFl8 9Bh5B7iB; Hh9 G95F7h :CF 
IBiJ9FG5liHM,referring to a “health for all” (WHO 2020) 5B8 :CF 5B iBH9FG97HCF5l :95HIF9. AG 5 
A5HH9F C: :57H, Hh9 DIFDCG9 C: Hh9 / O iG Hh5H C: DFCACHiB; HhiG 8i;iH5l K5J9 CB h95lHh iB 5 K5M 
Hh5H F9GD97HG Hh9 DFiB7iDl9G, 5ACB; CHh9FG, C: 9Hhi7G, GIGH5iB56iliHM 5B8 G97IFiHM lCC?iB; :CF Hh9 
importance of a set of rules supporting the idea that “digital health can improve the efficiency 
5B8 Hh9 7CGH-9::97HiJ9B9GG C: 75F9, 5llCKiB; :CF B9K 6IGiB9GG AC89lG iB Hh9 89liJ9FM C: 
services”(/ O D. 5). IH 7CBGiGHG iB 5 6Iil8iB; C: 8i;iH5l B9HKCF?G Hh5H GACCHhG DFC798IF9G 5B8 
iB7lI89G Hh9 A5BM DFCAiGiB; G97IFiHM. 
D9GDiH9 HhiG, Hh9 l9J9l C: 8i;iH5liN5HiCB Kill 69 8i::9F9BH iB 7CIBHFi9G Gh5DiB; F9GD97HiJ9lM 
:CllCKiB; Hh9 GH5B85F8G C: 9J9FM GiB;l9 7CIBHFM 5B8 577CAD5Bi98 6M 5 GCli8 GHFI7HIF9 lCC?iB; 
:CF iB7lIGiCB 5B8 G5:9;I5F8iB; KiHh 5 DFCD9F 5HH9BHiCB HCK5F8 Hh9 DCCF9GH 7CIBHFi9G. EJ9B i: 
7CBGi89FiB; Hh9 8i::9F9BH GiHI5HiCB C: 7CIBHFi9G Hh9 / O IB89FliB9G Hh9 B979GGiHM C: 5 7CAACB 
5B8 7Ch9GiJ9 D5Hh HCK5F8 89J9lCDA9BH iB Hh9 8i;iH5l G79B5FiC KiHh 5 7CBGH5BH F9l5HiCB KiHh Hh9 
9LiGHiB; GMGH9A iB 5 :F5A9KCF? C: FIl9G 6CCGHiB; Hh9 8i;iH5l iB h95lHh75F9, 5GGIFiB; G97IFiHM 5B8 
iB7lI8iB; Hh9 D9CDl9 5H Hh9 79BH9F Ki89BiB; ?BCKl98;9 5B8 iBH9;F5HiCB. ,h9 DIFDCG9 iG Hh5H C: 
57hi9JiB; GIGH5iB56iliHM, DIFGIiB; 5B CJ9F5ll 9::i7i9B7M, 75H7hiB; ID KiHh 8i;iH5liN5HiCB KiHh 5 
:iB5l 9Ji89BH iADFCJ9A9BH C: h95lHh. / O GH5B8G CIH :CF Hh9 iADCFH5B79 C: 7Cll56CF5HiCB, KiHh 
5 7CBGH5BH C6G9FJ5HiCB C: Hh9 F9GIlHG 5B8 5B iADl9A9BH5HiCB C: Hh9G9 5iAiB; HC 89J9lCDA9BH. 
 
 IB liB9 KiHh D9lCiHH9 (2018) 8i;iH5l iB h95lHh iG 8FiJiB; HC 5 69HH9F EI5liHM Hh5B?G HC Hh9 
H97hBClC;i75l HCClG Hh5H 5llCK 85H5 HF5BGAiGGiCB 5B8 5 B9K 7CB79DHiCB C: Hh9 CJ9F5ll h95lHh75F9 
GMGH9A. ,h9 DF9J9BHiCB iB A98i7iB9 KCIl8 h9lD iB F98I7iB; Hh9 CJ9F5ll 7CGHG. ,hiG 897F95G9 C: 
7CGHG 7CBB97H98 HC 5B iADFCJ9A9BH C: EI5liHM F9A5iB Hh9 A5jCF :C7IG9G 5lGC HhiG HiA9. A 
H97hBClC;i75l 9LD5BGiCB iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 Kill C::9F 69B9:iHG HC Hh9 GMGH9A 5G 5 KhCl9 DIFGIiB; 
CDHiAiN5HiCB 89:CFAiB; Hh9 57HI5l 7CB79DHiCB C: D9F79iJiB; 75F9G. D9lCiHH9 (2018) DF98i7HG 5 4( 
:IHIF9 :CF Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A Hh5H B5A9lM Kill 69 8FiJ9B 6M DF98i7HiCB, DF9J9BHiCB, 
D9FGCB5liN5HiCB 5B8 D5FHi7iD5HiCB.  
 
A77CF8iB; HC &CiN9H (2020) Hh9 8i;iH5l h95lHh iB iBGIF5B79 iG 5 DCGiHiJ9 GH9D iB CF89F HC A5?9 
HhiG G97HCF 5B8 iHG DFC798IF9G 95Gi9F. 
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Ch5B (2019) 9Bh5B79G Hh9 iB7F95G9 C: Hh9 7CBGIA9F 79BHFi7iHM iB Hh9 :i9l8 C: hiG/h9F h95lHh 
DF98i7HiB; 5 :IHIF9 h95lHh75F9 Hh5H Kill 89J9lCD 5FCIB8 Hh9 IG9F 9Bl5F;iB; Hh9 H97hBClC;i75l 
DF9G9B79 iB Hh9 iB8IGHFM iB CF89F HC GACCHh Hh9 liB9. 15?9M (2019) HhiB?G Hh5H iB 2020 6lC7?7h5iB 
Kill 697CA9 ACF9 5B8 ACF9 DF9G9BH iB Hh9 iBGIF5B79 iB8IGHFM. AlGC, Ch5B (2019) 5F;I9G Hh5H iB 
the near future also insurance will change from “risk protection to risk prevention”. %CF9CJ9F 
D9lCiHH9 (2018) GH5B8G :CF Hh9 DFCACHiCB C: J5lI9 iB h95lHh75F9, iB Hh9G9 H9FAG Hh9 D5GG5;9 
7CBGiGHG :FCA 5 :99-:CF-service toward a “value-based care”. 
FIFHh9FACF9 &CiN9H (2020) iG C: Hh9 i895 Hh5H Hh9F9 iG ACF9 5B8 ACF9 Hh9 5HH9BHiCB HCK5F8 Hh9 
G9FJi79G 5G 6IGiB9GG ;Ii89liB9G iB Hh9 iBGIF5B79 G79B5FiC 6Iil8iB;, iB HhiG K5M, 5 GCFH C: 
97CGMGH9A 5FCIB8 Hh9 D5Hi9BH. AG 5lGC GF9BN9657h 5::iFA98, &CiN9H (2020) 5F;I9G Hh5H 
8i;iH5liN5HiCB iB iBGIF5B79 697CA9G 5 A95B C: lCM5lHM. 
 
FF9K (2019) liGHG Hh9 A5BM iBBCJ5HiCBG iB Hh9 8i;iH5l :iB5B7i5l h95lHh: Hh9 DCGGi6iliHM C: D5Hi9BH-
DFCJi89F 7CBB97HiCB HhFCI;h H9LH A9GG5;9 5B8 Hh9 7CBG9EI9BH 95GiB9GG C: D5MA9BH HhFCI;h Hh9 
same platform, this is the so called “Text-HC-Pay”; “Digital solutions”; smoothing the line 
69HK99B Hh9 GMGH9A and the user;  then they also introduce the “mPOS”; the “Online Portals 
and Payment Plans” and the “EHER integration”. 
 
,h9 7CA6iB5HiCB 69HK99B FiB5B79 5B8  95lHh F975llG Hh9 7CB79DH C: IBGIF,97h, Hh5H, 5G 
9LDl5iB98 69:CF9, 7CIl8 69 7CBGi89F98 5G 5 D5FH C: Hh9 FiB,97h KCFl8 5B8 7CIl8 69 5 ;CC8 
F9DF9G9BH5BH C: HhiG 5F95 iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. 
C9B:Fi (2019) DF9G9BHG 5 A5D C: Hh9 8i::IGiCB iB Hh9 IBGIF,97hG iB Hh9 9A9F;iB; 7CIBHFi9G 
GhCKiB; 202 iBiHi5HiJ9G iB A:Fi75, KhCG9 33 D9F79BH iB Hh9 95lHh75F9 :i9l8 143 iB AGi5 5B8 136 
iB L5HiB AA9Fi75. 
A77CF8iB; HC L9JiB (2020) Hh9 h95lHh iBGIF5B79 iG iB Hh9 8iF97HiCB C: Hh9 AC89FBiN5HiCB :iFGHlM 
HhFCI;h 5 69HH9F 7CBB97HiJiHM 5B8 Gh5FiB; C: 85H5 69HK99B Hh9 8i::9F9BH iBJClJ98 57HCFG. 
 
AG A5iBH5iB98 6M Il+Cl924OF9 (2020) Hh9 IBGIF5B79 G97HCF iG J5GHlM lCC?iB; :CFK5F8 
8i;iH5liN5HiCB 9GD97i5llM iB HhiG l5GH D9FiC8. AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H Hh9 jCIFB5l 5::iFAG 7iHiB; Hh9 
“InsurTech Global Outlook report” by Everis and Ntt D5H5 Hh5H Hh9 iBJ9GHA9BHG iB HhiG :i9l8 
h5J9 ACF9 Hh5B 8IDli75H98. FIFHh9FACF9, il+Cl924OF9 GH5H9G Hh5H Hh9 -BiH98 +H5H9G iG iB Hh9 DCl9 
DCGiHiCB. Ill+Cl924OF9 (2018) GI;;9GHG Hh5H Hh9 :IHIF9 C: FiB,97h 5B8 IBGIF,97h Kill 69 :9FHil9. 
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,hiG 6975IG9 5G 5lGC A5iBH5iB98 6M El-%5GFi (2019) iB Hh9 57HI5l 7CBH9LH Hh9 GAFA3 5F9 ACF9 
5B8 ACF9 DF9G9BH.  
 
,h9 GC7i9HM iG 5DDFC57hiB; 8i;iH5l iB 957h C: iHG :CFAG. (5M(5l4 6CIB8 HC h95lHh75F9 iG 5 ;CC8 
9L5ADl9 C: Hh9 IG9 C: FiB,97h iB Hh9 A5B5;9A9BH C: Hh9 h95lHh75F9. AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, (5M(5l 
offers different “medical plan choices”, Hh5H 7CJ9F Hh9 9LD9B8iHIF9 C: DF9J9BHiCB iB h95lHh75F9, 
5B8, HhFCI;h G9J9F5l :95HIF9G, 5llCKG Hh9 7CBGIA9F HC 7hCCG9 Hh9 ACGH :iHHiB; Dl5B. IH G99AG HC 
69 5 6CCGH9F C: JiFHI5l 5B8 DF9J9BHiJ9 75F9. 
Garrity (2019) reports the “Global Care Pay” initiative baG98 CB 5 6lC7?7h5iB GHFI7HIF9 5iAiB; 
HC 7CGH-9::i7i9B7M F98I7iB; Hh9 9LD9B8iHIF9 CB 6IF95I7F57M. 
 
3.3 CO%%E&,I&G DA,A A&D  1(O,12I&G CO&+E)-E&CE+ 
 
D5H5 GhCK Hh5H FiB,97h iG 5B 9A9F;iB; HCDi7 5B8 iH iG Ki89lM GDF958iB; iB 5lACGH 9J9FM D5FH C: 
Hh9 KCFl8 KiHh 8i::9F9BH D9F79BH5;9G 9J9B i: iHG 58CDHiCB iG 5H 8i::9F9BH l9J9lG.  
IB 5 KCFl8 Hh5H GHill DF9G9BHG GCA9 l57?G iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM Hh9 FiB,97h 7CIl8 C::9F 5B 
CDDCFHIBiHM Hh5B?G HC iHG HCClG Hh5H 5F9 A5F?G C: HF5BGD5F9B7M 5B8 :95Gi6iliHM. (FC656lM, FiB,97h 
5DDli75HiCB KCIl8 8FiJ9 HC 5 7CB8iHiCB C: 9::i7i9B7M Hh5B?G HC Hh9 A95BG 5B8 B9HKCF?G Hh5H 
would reshape the concept of healthcare centricity “putting people at the center”. 
B9Gi89G Hh5H, 85H5 89ACBGHF5H9 Hh5H h95lHh75F9 iG BCH 5H Hh9 G5A9 GH58iIA iB 9J9FM 7CIBHFM 5B8 
Hh5H 5 8i::9F9BH 5DDFC57h iG B99898. IH iG BCH GC 95GM HC i89BHi:M 5ll Hh9 6i5G iB Hh9 8i::9F9BH 
h95lHh75F9 GMGH9AG, 6IH 85H5 A5Bi:9GH Hh5H Hh9F9 5F9 GHill A5BM D9CDl9 Hh5H 8C BCH liJ9 iB 5 :5iF 
9BCI;h 7CB8iHiCB iB CF89F HC 69 56l9 HC 5::CF8 75F9G 5B8 HhiG iG BCH 5 F95liHM Hh5H HCI7h9G CBlM 
Hh9 lCK-iB7CA9 7CIBHFi9G. D9GDiH9 HhiG 8i::9F9B79 iB 5DDFC57hiB; Hh9 7CBH9LHG, 5 7CAACB :C7IG 
HCK5F8 Hh9 8i;iH5l G79B5FiC G99AG HC 69 Hh9 CDHiA5l GClIHiCB.  
IB :57H, 5G Hh9 56CJ9 GCA9 C: Hh9 7Cll97H98 85H5 89ACBGHF5H9, :iB5B79 iG hI;9lM 7CBB97H98 HC 
h95lHh75F9 5B8 HhiG 7CBB97HiCB 75IG9G 5 F97iDFC75l iB:lI9B79 69HK99B Hh9 HKC 8CA5iBG, 
7CBG9EI9BHlM, iH iG 95GM HC iA5;iB9 Hh5H 5 7h5B;9 iB :iB5B7i5l G9FJi79G, Hh5H G99AG HC C::9F 5B 
CDDCFHIBiHM :CF 5779GGi6iliHM 5B8 iB7lIGiCB, 7CIl8 h5J9 5 DCGiHiJ9 iAD57H iB Hh9  95lHh75F9 
GMGH9A.  95lHh75F9 iG DF97iCIG 5B8, 9L57HlM :CF HhiG F95GCB, iHG ;CC8 A5B5;9A9BH iG 9GG9BHi5l. 
Di;iH5l iG ACJiB; Hh9 5HH9BHiCB HCK5F8 Hh9 D5Hi9BH l958iB; HC iBBCJ5HiCB Hh5H iB7lI89G Hh9 A5BM. 
,h9F9 5F9 F95liHi9G Hh5H 5F9 ACJiB; iB HhiG 8iF97HiCB HFMiB; HC iADFCJ9 ACF9 5B8 ACF9 Hh9 EI5liHM 
 
GAFA: GCC;l9, AA5NCB, F5796CC?, ADDl9 
4 %98i75l Dl5BG CJ9FJi9K. AJ5il56l9 CB: hHHDG://KKK.D5MD5l69B9:iHG.7CA/IG/h95lHh/A98i75l-
Dl5BG-CJ9FJi9K  
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C: 75F9 5H Hh9 G5A9 HiA9 HhiB?iB; 56CIH GHF5H9;i9G 5B8 AC89lG iB CF89F HC F98I79 Hh9 7CGHG 5B8 
A5?9 Hh9 h95lHh75F9 5 G9FJi79 :CF A5BM 5B8 BCH CBlM :CF Hh9 CB9G KhC 75B 5::CF8 iH. 
FiB5B7i5l ,97hBClC;M 5GGC7i5H98 HC  95lHh75F9 h5G 8FiJ9B HhiG 9l56CF5H9 HCK5F8 Hh9 F9G95F7h C: 
IBGIF5B79 7CBB97H98 HC  95lHh75F9 5B8 IBGIF,97h GhCKiB; Hh5H 8i;iH5l l958G HC DF9J9BHiJ9 5B8 
7CGH-9::i7i9B7M 7CB79iJiB; h95lHh li:9GHMl9G 5G A9HhC8 :CF F9K5F8G, D5MA9BHG 5B8 lCM5lHM iB 
F9l5HiCBGhiDG. ,hiG iG 5B iB7F95GiB; Dh9BCA9BCB Hh5H 5llCKG HC D9F79iJ9 h95lHh75F9 7lCG9F HC 
A5BM. 
AG AM DF9JiCIG 9l56CF5H9 5lF958M 9LDlCF98, Hh9 7CBB97HiCB iBHFC8I79G HC B9K :CFAG C: J5lI9.  
,h9 B9K H97hBClC;i9G :CGH9F 5 B9K D9F79DHiCB C: FiG?. +C :5F, EI5liHM, 7CGH-9::i7i9B7M 5B8 
IBiJ9FG5liHM G99A HC 69 Hh9 DIFDCG9G C: 5 FiB,97h :iB;9FDFiBH iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM. 
IB HhiG B9K 7CBH9LH iG DCGGi6l9 HC 5::iFA Hh5H Hh9F9 iG Hh9 iB79BHiJ9 HCK5F8 5 DF98i7HiCB5FM 5B8 
DF9J9BHiJ9 A98i7iB9.  ,hiG iG Hh9 75G9 C: Hh9 B9K Gh5D9 C: iBGIF5B79G Hh5H 5F9 5DDFC57hiB; 
H97hBClC;M 5B8 5lGC HC Hh9 F9l5HiJ9lM B9K 9LiGHiB; F95liHi9G. ,hiG iG Hh9 D5Hh Hh5H GCA9CB9 iG 
H5?iB;, Kh9F95G CHh9FG 5F9 KCF?iB; CB iH. ,h9 IBGIF,97h iG ;5iBiB; ACF9 5B8 ACF9 5HH9BHiCB: 
Hh9 iBJ9GHA9BHG iB HhiG :i9l8 5F9 ;FCKiB;. ,h5B?G HC HhiG iBBCJ5HiJ9 iBGIF5B79 Hh9F9 iG Hh9 C::9F 
Hh5H Ghi:HG :FCA 5 DFC8I7H HC 5 G9FJi79 Hh5H iG 6IilH 5FCIB8 Hh9 7CBGIA9F. ,hiG iG 5 Dh9BCA9BCB 
Hh5H GI;;9GHG Hh9 7CBGH5BH Gh5DiB; C: GC7i9HM 5FCIB8 iB8iJi8I5lG 5G 5 G95F7h :CF 9::i7i9B7M. 
 IH iG 5lGC 5 HF57? Hh5H F9:l97HG Hh9 AC89FB 7CBH9LH iB Khi7h Hh9 8i;iH5l 697CA9G ACF9 5B8 ACF9 
a “must have” ?99DiB; iB AiB8 Hh9 57HI5l Dill5FG HC :CllCK :CF Hh9 :IHIF9 GI7h 5G, :CF iBGH5B79, 
GIGH5iB56iliHM 5B8 iB7lIGiCB. 
IH iG 5 B9K 97CGMGH9A Hh5H A5B5;9G its resources around the important concept of “patient- 
centricity” introducing and developing the themes of personalization, individualization 5B8 
7IGHCAiN5HiCB Hh5H h9lDG HC 7CBGi89F5H9 iB 5 B9K A5BB9F Hh9 B9HKCF? C: F9l5HiCB l958iB; HC 5 
F98I7HiCB C: 7CGHG Hh5H iG DFCACH98 6M 5 DF9J9BHiJ9 K5M C: CD9F5HiB; 6CCGHiB; iB HhiG K5M EI5liHM 
5B8 7CJ9FiB; iB9::i7i9B7M. 
,hiG iBHFC8I79G HC Hh9 DF9G9BH5HiCB C: 5BCHh9F ?9M KCF8: iBH9FCD9F56iliHM, Hh5H 7CBGiGHG iB Hh9 
iBH9F57HiCBG C: GMGH9AG 5B8 Hh9iF hi;h 7CAD5Hi6iliHM iB Hh9 l9J9l C: 7CAAIBi75HiCB 5B8 Gh5FiB;. 
A77CF8iB; HC IFCjI 9H 5l. (2013) iBH9FCD9F56iliHM iB h95lHh75F9 iG 5 ;CC8 A95B HC GClJ9 Hh9 
iB9::i7i9B7i9G C: Hh9 GMGH9A :iB8iB; 5 GClIHiCB HC :F5;A9BH5HiCB 5B8 F98I7iB; Hh9 DCGGi6iliHi9G 
C: 9FFCFG 5B8 Hh9 CJ9F5ll 7CGHG. IB :57H, 5G IFCjI 9H 5l. (2013) GH5H9, Hh9 l57? C: iBH9FCD9F56iliHM 
75IG9G hi;h 7CGHG 5B8 9FFCFG. 
IH iG DCGGi6l9 HC IB89FGH5B8 :FCA 85H5 Hh5H Hh9 7CB79DHG C: iBH9FCD9F56iliHM, DF9J9BHiJ9 h95lHh75F9 
8I9 HC H97hBClC;M iBHFC8I7HiCB iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A 5B8 8i;iH5l h95lHh75F9 5F9 5lGC 
7CBB97H98 HC B9K :CFAG C: D5MA9BHG Hh5H 5F9 65G98 CB DF9J9BHiCB, F9K5F8G, HFIGH 5B8 :95Gi6iliHM.  
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FiB,97h G99AG HC 69 5 HCCl :CF iB7lIGiCB 5B8 GACCHhB9GG GC iHG 5DDli75HiCB HC h95lHh75F9 7CIl8 
l958 Hh9 GMGH9A HCK5F8 ACF9 iBH9;F5HiCB 8I9 HC iHG 57hi9J98 7CGH-9::i7i9B7M 5B8 EI5liHM. 
IBH9FCD9F56iliHM iG 5lGC Hh9 F9GIlH C: Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB C: H97hBClC;M HC FiB5B79 5B8 iHG 5DDli75HiCB 
CB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A l958iB; HC 5 B9K 7CB79DHiCB C: h95lHh75F9 A589 5J5il56l9 6M 
H97hBClC;i75l :57HCFG. 
 95lHh75F9 7CIl8 69 5B 5HHF57HiJ9 iB8IGHFM 5B8 Hh9 8i;iH5l :iFAG Hh5H K9F9 BCH 6CFB iB Hh9 h95lHh 













































A ;CC8 F9;Il5HiCB C: Hh9 iBHFC8I7HiCB C: FiB,97h iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 iB8IGHFM 7CIl8 h9lD GC7i9HM 
HC 57hi9J9 5 GH9D 5h958 HCK5F8 5 IBiJ9FG5l h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A. FiB,97h iG Hh9 7CBB97HiCB C: 
:iB5B79 5B8 H97hBClC;M, KhCG9 CFi;iB DFC656lM iG HF57956l9 GCA9 M95FG 5;C, 6IH Hh5H, BCK585MG, 
iG 8iGFIDHiB; 5B8/CF 585DHiB; HC Hh9 HF58iHiCB5l 7CBH9LH iB A5BM D5FHG C: Hh9 KCFl8 F5iGiB; 
5HH9BHiCB 5B8 75lliB; :CF 7Cll56CF5HiCB. FiB,97h DF9G9BHG G9J9F5l CDDCFHIBiHi9G 5B8 7h5ll9B;9G. 
B9Gi89G Hh5H, iH h5G 5DD95F98 HC 69 GMBCBMA C: HF5BGD5F9B7M, 577IF57M 5B8 GACCHhB9GG. AlCB; 
KiHh HhiG Hh9CFM iH iG DCGGi6l9 HC F9DF9G9BH FiB,97h 5G 5 G9H C: 5F95G 5B8 HCClG GI7h 5G 
7FMDHC7IFF9B7M, IC,, BlC7?7h5iB, 7FCK8:IB8iB; 5B8 IBGIF,97h. FiB,97h G99AG HC 69 5 ;CC8 
5llM :CF iB7lIGiCB 5B8 89J9lCDA9BH 9J9B i: iH iG BCH DFCH97H98 6M DCGGi6l9 :5ilIF9G 5B8 A5?9G 
8CI6HG 56CIH DFiJ57M, G97IFiHM 5B8 DCGGi6l9 :CFAG C: 9L7lIGiCB 5FiG9. ,h9 MCIB;9GH ;9B9F5HiCB 
G99AG HC 69 ACGHlM CFi9BH98 HCK5F8 HhiG iBBCJ5HiCB.  
FiB,97h iG F9l5H98 HC 6lC7?7h5iB 5B8 7FMDHC7IFF9B7M, B5A9lM F9GD97HiJ9lM 5 7h5iB C: 6lC7?G Hh5H 
F97CF8G iB:CFA5HiCB 5B8 85H5 5B8 5 A9HhC8 C: D5MA9BH 65G98 CB HhiG H97hBClC;i75l GHFI7HIF9. 
,hiG HiA9 HhiG 9l56CF5H9 DF9:9FF98 HC EIi7?lM 9LDl5iB Hh9G9 HKC 5F95G Hh5H I h5J9 5lF958M 5B5lMN98 
iB Hh9 h95lHh75F9 l5B8G75D9 iB CF89F HC ACJ9 iB Hh9 6FC58 :i9l8 C: FiB,97h 5B8 5DDFC57h Hh9 
IBGIF,97h. AG 5 A5HH9F C: :57H, AM DIFDCG9 GHill K5G Hh5H C: :i;IFiB; CIH Hh9 9::97H C: Hh9 GC 
called “FinHealHhTech” combination: 5lGC HhiG HiA9 I h5J9 HFi98 HC 5B5lMN9 Hh9 h95lHh75F9 
iB8IGHFM GHFI7HIF9, F975lliB; Hh9 :CIF 65Gi7 h95lHh75F9 GMGH9A AC89lG, 5B8 iHG G9J9F5l K5MG C: 
A5B5;9A9BH still considering with the expression “healthcare” a network of agents providing, 
CF;5BiNiB; 5B8 F979iJiB; 75F9. (5Hi9BH 79BHFi7iHM 5B8 DF9J9BHiCB 5F9 Hh9 65Gi7 7CB79DHG Hh5H 
9LDl5iB Hh9 DCGGi6l9 F9GIlHG C: Hh9 7CA6iB5HiCB 69HK99B FiB,97h 5B8  95lHh75F9. IBGIF,97h iG 
iB GCA9 K5M F9l5H98 HC Hh9 FiBH97h :i9l8 5B8 iBHFC8I79G B9K K5MG C: 7CB79iJiB; iBGIF5B79 
65GiB; DF9AiIAG CB 5 GMGH9A C: F9K5F8G 5B8 6Iil8iB; lCM5lHM iB Hh9 F9l5HiCBGhiD 69HK99B 
DFCJi89F 5B8 7li9BH. ELD9B8iHIF9 CB h95lHh iG GHill hi;h 5B8 5 FiB,97h G79B5FiC DFCDCG9G HC 
F98I79 Hh9 7CGHG 5B8 iADFCJ9 Hh9 CJ9F5ll EI5liHM. ,h9F9 iG iB :57H 5 GI;;9GHiCB 7CBGi89FiB; 5 
F9l5HiCB 69HK99B :iB5B79 5B8 h95lHh75F9 Hh5H 75IG9G 5 Ji7iCIG 7iF7l9 iB:lI9B7iB; Hh9 GH5H9 C: 
h95lHh C: D9CDl9. 
,hiG iG Hh9 HFi;;9F HC F95liHi9G Hh5H 7CBGi89F Hh9 h95lHh 5;9 5G 5 D5F5A9H9F iB CF89F HC A95GIF9 
7CGHG 5B8 Hh5H :CGH9F DF9J9BHiCB 5B8 79BHFi7iHM. ODDCFHIBiHi9G, FiG?G 5B8 7h5ll9B;9G h5J9 HC 69 
GHI8i98 5B8 899D9B98. 
IB 7CB7lIGiCB, FiB,97h 6CIB898 HC h95lHh75F9 G99AG HC 69 CB9 DCGGi6l9 FC58 :CF iBH9;F5HiCB 6IH 
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